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The identification and delineation of oscillatory patterns of blood flow associated with cerebral
autoregulation mechanisms is the focus of three specific aims. 1) Identify a superior spectral analysis
method for the identification of activity due to cholinergic oscillatory control of the microvasculature
(COCmicvasc) and compare the effectiveness of the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT), the smoothed pseudo
Wigner-Ville (SPWV) distribution, and the variable-frequency complex demodulation (VFCDM) method
to detect such activity. 2) Determine if changes in forehead microcirculation as monitored by noninvasive
laser Doppler flowmetry may provide a reliable indication of the adequacy of cerebral blood flow during
progressive simulated hypovolemia. 3) Identify changes in forehead microvascular activity that is due to
parasympathetic activity associated with the onset of mental status changes and show a lack of coherence
with potential confounding variables.
The lower body negative pressure (LBNP) protocol is a noninvasive technique that can induce a
hypovolemic state through blood pooling in the lower extremities by a portion of the circulating blood
volume. Increasing degrees of LBNP is applied to healthy volunteers being monitored with noninvasive
laser Doppler (LD) flowmetry to assess levels of forehead perfusion and vascular resistance. MATLAB is
utilized as the primary tool for the development of custom mathematical algorithms to analyze this data in
the time-frequency-energy domain.
Utilizing the VFCDM technique to analyze forehead laser Doppler data offers greater insight into the
identification and understanding of cerebral autoregulatory mechanisms than using other available
methods. Techniques to identify COCmicvasc activity in the forehead and distinguish it from respiration, a
potential confounder, are discussed. Presented data provides evidence that the observed COCmicvasc activity
is due to a locally induced autoregulatory mechanism in the forehead that is unrelated to passive
transmission of the mechanical effects of respiration. The close relationship of the forehead vasculature to
that of the brain (i.e. part of the forehead is fed by a branch of the internal carotid artery with the remainder
from the external carotid artery) suggests that the observed autoregulatory processes in the forehead
microvasculature may be the same mechanisms responsible for autoregulation of the brain and other vital
organs. This conclusion is also supported by the correlation between changes in mental status (i.e. lightheadedness) and forehead COCmicvasc activity.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The main focus of this thesis is the identification and delineation of oscillatory patterns of
blood flow associated with cerebral autoregulation mechanisms which are hypothesized to exist
but for which previous experiments may have been inadequate due to inherent limitations in
traditional spectral analysis methods. As such, one goal of this study is the identification of a
method and/or process to identify and delineate biologic signatures of cerebral autoregulation,
which are hypothesized to exist within the forehead microvasculature and indicative of
sympathetic and/or parasympathetic activity. The means of assessment proposed will delineate
the autonomic changes observed and provide valuable insight into autoregulatory mechanisms
and processes.
Application of a noninvasive means of monitoring the cardiovascular system in the context
of hypovolemic challenges is utilized through the application of lower-body negative pressure
(LBNP). The model of LBNP simulates hypovolemia and allows dynamic investigations of
physiologic parameters of autoregulation in healthy, awake individuals, which more closely
represents the normal physiologic state than can be achieved in animal experiments. This model
simulates conditions commensurate with moderate to severe blood loss to the point of subjects
becoming transiently lightheaded.
The induced hypovolemic state causes a vasoconstrictive response to decreased blood flow
in adrenergic rich regions of the periphery (i.e. finger) while maintaining blood flow in more
central regions, such as the forehead (1). Laser Doppler (LD) flowmetry measurements have
shown blood flow oscillatory activity differences between finger and forehead microvasculature
(2-4). Furthermore, the maintenance of forehead flow, when exposed to an α-adrenergic receptor
agonist, such as phenylephrine, is associated with increased variability at a frequency independent
of respiration and consistent with cholinergic oscillatory control of the microvasculature
(COCmicvasc) (5). When considering that oscillations in heart rate variability are primarily due to
cholinergic activity (6) and that oscillations of the nature seen in the forehead microvasculature
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have been observed in prominent cholinergic regions of the brain (7), one might hypothesize that
cholinergic activity is responsible for the increased variability of forehead microvascular
oscillatory activity as seen in the presence of a vasoconstrictive stimulus (5). This suggests a
strong correlation between mechanisms of cerebral and forehead microvascular blood flow,
which, if true, would have significant applications for noninvasive monitoring of cerebral blood
flow.
As with earlier work in looking at the response of forehead microvasculature to
phenylephrine infusion, forehead microvasculature (in the distribution of a branch of the internal
carotid artery) maintains perfusion to a far greater degree than other regions of the body. When
such perfusion is lost, it is associated with lightheadedness. Moreover, there is a change in the
power spectra of the laser Doppler waveform with progressive increases in lower body negative
pressure as well as with a sudden onset of symptoms. While the changes in oscillatory activity
may occasionally be visible in the time domain, they are difficult to identify in the frequency
domain with standard spectral domain analyses. This is, in part, due to low spectral resolution of
such analyses that traditionally require relatively longer windows of data as compared to the
shorter timeframe for which the signal of interest is present.
Recent advances in time-varying signals analysis and processing techniques are applied
towards the identification and delineation of these oscillatory patterns believed to be biologic
signatures of autoregulatory mechanisms and processes. Identification of these biological
signatures of autoregulation may have been previously unsuccessful due to the use of traditional
time-invariant analysis techniques, which utilize Fourier or wavelet transforms to determine the
frequency content of a time-domain signal. These techniques require the signal of interest to be
linear and stationary in all time to obtain accurate results; conditions that are not usual for most
complex systems. Furthermore, these transforms are incapable of simultaneously determining
instantaneous time and frequency information and as a result, these techniques may have limited
ability to yield meaningful results when applied to biologic signals of interest. However, we show
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that these restrictions may be overcome through the application of more advanced analysis
techniques, such as variable-frequency complex demodulation (VFCDM) or the Hilbert-Huang
transform (HHT), to obtain instantaneous time and frequency information from a non-linear, nonstationary, time-domain signal. Custom algorithms has been developed using the MATLAB
programming environment to apply different spectral-domain analysis methods, including
VFCDM, smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville (SPWV) distribution, and HHT.
The findings associated with these efforts suggest that high-resolution spectral-domain
analysis techniques can be utilized to provide an indication of inadequate cerebral perfusion
associated with lightheadedness through non-invasive monitoring of forehead vasculature by laser
Doppler sensors. Furthermore, preliminary analysis suggest possible vascular mechanisms of
actions to include vascular rhythmic inhibition, parallel circuits to decrease resistance and
optimize delivery of blood flow, and the entraining of more proximal parts of the vasculature
such that vagal activity affects wider areas of cholinergic innervation.
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2.1

BACKGROUND

AUTOREGULATION
Autoregulation describes the ability of the body to maintain local blood flow within a narrow

range despite large changes in systemic arterial blood pressure. This form of homeostasis is
responsible for maintaining flow of oxygen-rich blood to parts of the body that need it most, such
as the brain, heart and kidneys. In the physiological pressure range over which autoregulation
occurs, changes in systemic pressure have little change on microvascular flow. Instead, decreases
in arterial inflow are compensated for by decreases in microvascular resistance in a way that
maintains capillary flow. Conversely, increases in arterial pressure lead to increases in
microvascular resistance. This is in contrast to most other elastic vessels in the body, where
increases in pressure lead to a steeper-than-normal flow.
The brain possesses an intrinsic mechanism by which its vascular supply can be varied
locally in correspondence with local variations of functional activity. The brain, more so than any
other organ, is extremely sensitive to the net pressure of blood flow, which must be maintained
within narrower limits relative to systemic blood pressure. Cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP)
describes the net pressure of blood flow to the brain and is defined as the mean arterial pressure
(MAP) minus the intracranial pressure (ICP), or CPP = MAP – ICP. A low CPP (underperfusion)
could cause ischemia of the brain tissue, whereas a high CPP (overperfusion) could raise
intracranial pressure and cause brain damage. Normally, cerebral autoregulation prevents changes
in the body’s overall blood pressure from significantly affecting cerebral perfusion pressure.
However, should arterial blood pressure change beyond the control limits of cerebral
autoregulation, as determined by the limits of microvascular resistance, autoregulation fails and
cerebral perfusion is determined by arterial blood pressure alone. This undesirable condition
forces consideration of systemic blood pressure control in the elucidation of autoregulation.
Of note, assessment of cerebral blood flow is confounded by limitations of available
monitoring. Due to the wide range of systemic blood pressure, autoregulation of cerebral blood
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flow precludes the use of blood pressure as an accurate indicator of cerebral blood flow.
Currently, direct measurement of cerebral blood flow requires invasive monitoring and is limited
to extreme medical conditions. A portion of this study is also undertaken to determine if
assessment of microvascular flow at the forehead, a region supplied by branches of the carotid
artery with autonomic innervation comparable to that of other cranial vessels, provides a reliable
indication of the adequacy of cerebral blood flow during progressive simulated hypovolemia.
2.2

OSCILLATIONS IN BIOLOGIC SIGNALS
Oscillations are inherent in many biological systems. Two common examples are heart rate

and respiration rate, both of which impart oscillatory influence on the flow of blood. An
oscillating signal may be observed in both the time and frequency domains. In the time-domain,
an oscillating signal is measured as the number of oscillations per unit time, such as beats per
minute for heart rate or breaths per minute for respiration rate. Oscillations may also have a
measure of variability such as in the case of the R-wave to R-wave interval of an
electrocardiogram (ECG), which in this case, is a measure of electrical activity instead of blood
flow as in the above examples.
Another method of determining information about a signal is to view it in the frequency
domain. In the frequency domain, a signal is measured by how much of the signal lies within
each frequency over a range of frequencies. In other words, a time-domain plot represents how a
signal changes over time whereas a frequency-domain plot shows how the signal changes with
respect to frequency (8). As a practical example, consider the use of laser Doppler sensors to
measure red blood cell flux (i.e. blood flow) through the forehead microvasculature. A simplified
frequency-domain plot will show several sources of contributions, including a 0.2 Hz component
associated with a breathing rate of 12 breaths per minute (i.e. 0.2 Hz = 0.2 cycles per second =
0.2 breaths per second = 12 breaths per minute) and a 1 Hz component associated with a heart
rate of 60 beats per minute.
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2.3

SPECTRAL SIGNATURES OF CHOLINERGIC OSCILLATORY CONTROL
Laser Doppler flowmetry has been used to measure red cell flux in the forehead of the

microvasculature. Oscillatory activity has been detected in this region after administration of a
vasoconstrictive drug, phenylephrine (9). The observed oscillations occur at a frequency between
0.12 Hz and 0.20 Hz and are referred to as the “intermediate” frequency (IF) components (9). As
shown independently by others, this particular frequency range is consistent with parasympathetic
pathway influence (6, 8, 10-14). (Note that parasympathetic influence is to cholinergic activity as
sympathetic influence is to adrenergic activity.) These IF oscillations were confirmed to be of
cholinergic etiology by systemic administration of atropine (5), a anticholinergic drug, and were
later confirmed to be indicative of a local process occurring at the level of the microvasculature
(9). Historically, IF oscillations were attributed to the mechanical transmission of oscillations in
heart rate, stroke volume and blood pressure to the more peripheral microvascular beds, which
were believed to be “passive” (6, 10, 15-17). Although oscillations in the higher portion of the IF
band (~0.2 Hz) have been shown to be associated with respiration (6, 10, 11, 16), the IF
oscillations seen in the peripheral microvasculature may also exist independently due to local
influences independent of respiration (5, 7, 18) or other cardiac-related oscillatory activity (11,
17, 19). In 2001, Silverman et al. proposed that “IF oscillations in the peripheral vasculature are
attributable to a cholinergically mediated oscillatory process that might be occurring at the level
of the microvasculature” (9). Prior to 2001, the parasympathetic system was viewed as not having
an effect on peripheral resistance (9, 20) and IF oscillations in the peripheral microvasculature
were only implicated in thermal reflexes and engorgement of sexual organs (local functional
hyperemia) (21). In contrast, the autonomic control of the peripheral microvasculature is believed
to be “almost entirely sympathetic” (i.e. adrenergic) wherein oscillations are seen in the band of
0.05 – 0.12 Hz, known as the low frequency (LF) band (1, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 20). The following
diagram depicts a graphical representation of frequency bands and their associations with the two
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divisions of the autonomic nervous system; the sympathetic (0.05 – 0.12 Hz) and the
parasympathetic (0.12 – 0.20 Hz) nervous systems.

Figure 2.1: Frequency bands of autonomic and respiratory activity
Cholinergic oscillatory control at the level of the microvasculature (COCmicvasc) is a term that
refers to the influence of parasympathetic nervous system mechanisms on the microvasculature
that result in blood flow oscillations in the IF band (0.12 – 0.20 Hz). When considering the
purpose of such oscillatory control mechanisms, recall that resistance of flow through a vessel
varies inversely as the fourth power of the radius and consider that generation of controlled
oscillations, such as COCmicvasc, will lower the resistance further as compared to otherwise fixed
vessels of the same average diameter (22, 23). This mechanism may allow for a further decrease
in vessel resistance and thereby have greater ability to prevent ischemia in the presence of
adrenergically induced vasoconstriction (9).
Additional supporting documentation for COCmicvasc activity include “the existence of ACh
receptors contained in vessel walls (24, 25), ACh modulation of perivascular adrenergic receptors
(26), ACh-induced release of endothelial vasoregulatory factors (27), and ACh-induced
vasodilation upon iontophoretic delivery (28) or continuous infusion (29)” (9). Furthermore, it
has been observed that there is a lack of phase synchrony among oscillations at different
monitoring sites on the forehead (using laser Doppler) and that application of a topically applied
local anesthetic results in the elimination of these oscillations; suggesting that ACh, which
mediates COCmicvasc activity, is released locally (9). Furthermore, “IF oscillations (of undefined
etiology) have been observed in multiple regions with prominent cholinergic innervation such as
the brain (7), viscera (30), and centrally located skin (e.g., of head, trunk, and proximal arm) (18,
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31, 32) in response to hyperventilation (18), arousal (32), cerebral vasoconstriction (7), and
transient arterial occlusion (33-35)” (9).
2.4

SIGNAL ANALYSIS BASICS
A common method for visualizing a signal is to plot a signal in the time-domain. This

method often plots the signal amplitude, which can represent a measured value such as flow,
voltage, current, temperature, strain, etc., on the y-axis as a function of time (x-axis). The most
basic time-domain signal may be represented by a single sinusoidal function or a combination of
sinusoidal functions, such as is shown in the following two figures. Figure 2.2 represents a simple
sine function with an oscillation frequency of 0.2 Hz (i.e. 0.2 cycles per second representative of
a typical respiratory rate of 12 breaths per minute).
Note that each figure containing MATLAB generated output will be preceded by the
associated code that generated the particular output. As shown below, the code will be indented to
match the margin of the figure.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=100;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=4000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y=sin(2*pi*.2*t);
>> plot(t,y);
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Figure 2.2: Time-domain representation of a single sinusoidal function
The following figure shows a multifrequency sine function with frequency components of
0.10 Hz, 0.15 Hz, 0.2 Hz and 1.0 Hz. Unlike the simply sine function above, the frequency
content of the signal may not be readily apparent in the time domain.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=100;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=4000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y1=sin(2*pi*.1*t);
>> y2=sin(2*pi*.15*t);
>> y3=sin(2*pi*.2*t);
>> y4=sin(2*pi*t);
>> y=y1+y2+y3+y4;
>> plot(t,y);
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Figure 2.3: Time-domain representation of a multifrequency sinusoidal signal
To complicate matters further, sources of noise and varying signal amplitudes will further
distort the time-domain representation of the signal. The following figure shows the above signal
with the addition of +10 dB of additive white Gaussian noise.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=100;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=4000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y1=sin(2*pi*.1*t);
>> y2=sin(2*pi*.15*t);
>> y3=sin(2*pi*.2*t);
>> y4=sin(2*pi*t);
>> y=y1+y2+y3+y4;
>> Y=awgn(y,10);
>> plot(t,Y);
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Figure 2.4: Multifrequency sinusoid with +10 dB AWGN
Another useful method is to plot a signal in the frequency-domain. This method often uses a
variant of the Fourier transform to plot the power of a signal (i.e. [amplitude]2) on the y-axis as a
function of frequency (x-axis). This particular representation is also referred to as a power
spectrum. As shown in the following two figures, the frequency-domain representation, or power
spectrum, of a signal may show information about a signal that is not readily apparent from the
time-domain representation.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=100;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=4000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y=sin(2*pi*.2*t);
>> NFFT=2^nextpow2(L);
>> x= y';
>> Y=fft(x,NFFT)/L;
>> f=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
>> plot(f,2*abs(Y(1:NFFT/2+1)));
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Figure 2.5: Frequency-domain representation of a single sinusoidal function
As can be seen above, there is a strong peak of signal power at 0.2 Hz which correlates with
the original signal, y(t) = sin(2*pi*f)t, where f = 0.2 Hz.
The following figure shows strong peaks of signal power at 0.10 Hz, 0.15 Hz, 0.20 Hz and
1.0 Hz and correlates with the original signal, y(t) = sin(2*pi*0.10)t + sin(2*pi*0.15)t +
sin(2*pi*0.20)t + sin(2*pi*1.0)t.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=100;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=4000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y1=sin(2*pi*.1*t);
>> y2=sin(2*pi*.15*t);
>> y3=sin(2*pi*.2*t);
>> y4=sin(2*pi*t);
>> y=y1+y2+y3+y4
>> NFFT=2^nextpow2(L);
>> x= y';
>> Y=fft(x,NFFT)/L;
>> f=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
>> plot(f,2*abs(Y(1:NFFT/2+1)));
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Figure 2.6: Frequency-domain representation of a multifrequency sinusoidal signal
Any signal with a varying amplitude over time has a corresponding power spectrum. Such
examples include musical notes, visible light, television or radio signals, or even the rotation of
planets. Representations of such physical phenomena in the frequency domain can illicit further
understanding of a system that might not otherwise be readily apparent.
The above examples illustrate how a continuous signal may be represented in both the time
and frequency domains. A continuous signal refers to a signal that has frequency components that
do not vary and are present throughout all time of the waveform. Because the frequency content
of most observed biologic signals is not constant over all time, such representations become more
complex than the time-invariant signals already presented. The following figures show time and
frequency representations of a signal that has frequency components which vary over time. These
are referred to as nonstationary signals.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=100;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=4000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y1=sin(2*pi*.15*t);
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

y2=sin(2*pi*.5*t);
y3=sin(2*pi*t);
y1(1:1999)=0;
y1(2999:3999)=0;
y=y1+y2+y3;
plot(t,y);

Figure 2.7: Time-domain representation of a nonstationary sinusoidal signal
The following figure shows the frequency-domain representation of the above nonstationary
sinusoidal signal with frequency components at 0.15 Hz, 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz wherein the 0.15 Hz
components are only present at 20-30 seconds of the signals entire timeframe of 40 seconds.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=100;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=4000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y1=sin(2*pi*.15*t);
>> y2=sin(2*pi*.5*t);
>> y3=sin(2*pi*t);
>> y1(1:1999)=0;
>> y1(2999:3999)=0;
>> y=y1+y2+y3;
>> NFFT=2^nextpow2(L);
>> x= y';
>> Y=fft(x,NFFT)/L;
>> f=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
>> plot(f,2*abs(Y(1:NFFT/2+1)));
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Figure 2.8: Frequency-domain representation of a nonstationary sinusoidal signal
When considering the above two plots, each plot only tells half of the story. The time
domain representation provides temporal information about a signal (i.e. the “when”) but will not
give signal content information (i.e. the “what”). Conversely, a frequency domain representation
provides information on what the signal content looks like but does not tell you when it occurred.
In order to gain a complete description of a signal, which provides both what is occurring as well
as when it is occurring, it is necessary to plot the signal in the joint time-frequency space. A plot
that displays the power of a signal as a function of both time and frequency is referred to as a
spectrogram.
A spectrogram is a time-varying spectral representation that forms an image to provide
information on how the spectral density of a signal varies with time. Typically, two geometric
dimensions, the x-axis representing time and the y-axis representing frequency, are combined
with a third dimension that represents power as identified by the intensity of each data point in
the time-frequency space. The following figure shows a spectrogram for the nonstationary
sinusoidal signal previously shown above.
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MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=100;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=4000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y1=sin(2*pi*.15*t);
>> y2=sin(2*pi*.5*t);
>> y3=sin(2*pi*t);
>> y1(1:1999)=0;
>> y1(2999:3999)=0;
>> y=y1+y2+y3;
>> spectrogram(y);

Figure 2.9: Spectrogram of a nonstationary sinusoidal signal
2.5

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHODS
The term spectral analysis (or spectrum analysis) simply refers to any process that quantifies

the various measures of the variation within a signal, such as amplitude, power, intensity, or
phase, as a function of frequency. The techniques by which the frequency content of a signal is
derived are numerous with each varying in approach, efficiency and accuracy.
The signal characteristics associated with COCmicvasc activity present particular analysis
challenges, including nonstationary and nonlinear characteristics that must be addressed in order
to obtain accurate and meaningful results. Recall that a nonstationary signal refers to a signal with
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frequency content that change over time. In contrast, a stationary signal has frequency
components that exist in all time.
Traditional spectral analysis techniques, such as those utilizing Fourier or wavelet
transforms to determine the frequency content of a time-domain signal, require the signal of
interest to be linear and stationary in all time; conditions that are not usual for most complex
systems, including COCmicvasc activity. The expected duration of COCmicvasc activity may be on the
order of seconds and is thus not stationary or continuous in nature. More importantly, traditional
transforms are incapable of extracting true instantaneous time and frequency information and as a
result, may have limited ability to accurately determine the time course of COCmicvasc activity. The
application of advanced high-resolution spectral-domain analysis techniques are utilized in a
nontraditional manner to overcome these limitations with the expectation of providing an
unprecedented level of accuracy to determine the true instantaneous time, frequency, and energy
content of a time-based signal containing COCmicvasc activity.
Useful and complex techniques have been developed to analyze time-varying signals (3640), many of which have been applied to further the understanding of physiological systems (4143). However, until recently, there was not any single algorithm able to simultaneously provide
high-resolution in both the time and frequency domains with preservation of signal amplitude
information (44). An explanation of some prominent methods, starting with the Fourier
transform, are discussed below and conclude with the most promising analysis technique to
obtain instantaneous time and frequency information from a non-linear, non-stationary, timedomain signal; the variable-frequency complex demodulation (VFCDM) method.
2.5.1

Fourier Transform

The classical Fourier transform compares a time-domain signal to a combination of complex
sinusoidal functions that span the entire time-domain to produce a frequency-domain
representation of this signal. Because the Fourier transform uses functions for comparison that are
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not concentrated in time, the use of this technique cannot indicate how the frequency content of
the this signal changes over time. In the simplest of cases, the frequency components of a signal
can be obtained from applying a Fourier transform to the time-domain representation of a signal.
This technique is named after Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768-1830), a French mathematician
and physicist who, after previous investigations by Leonhard Euler, Jean le Rond d'Alembert, and
Daniel Bernoulli, introduced the series to aid in study of heat propagation. More specifically, a
Fourier series deconstructs a periodic signal (i.e. an oscillating waveform) into the sum of simple
oscillating functions (i.e. sine and cosine functions) (8).
2.5.2

Fast Fourier Transform

A variant of the Fourier transform more commonly used is the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), also referred to as Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) (8). The FFT is a discrete
approximation of the original Fourier series. Although the original Fourier series represented all
possible frequencies and produced a continuous frequency-domain waveform, the FFT uses finite
approximations and therefore presents with representational artifacts also known as side-lobe
interference (8). Techniques that analyze “windows” of data at a time have been designed to help
minimize these errors. Additionally, shortcomings associated with the inability to assess how the
frequency content of a signal changes over time are partially addressed by the use of an extension
of the Fourier transform that compares signals with functions that are simultaneously localized in
time and frequency domains. This technique is known as a short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
or windowed Fourier transform.
2.5.3

Joint Time-Frequency Analysis

A frequency-domain representation of a signal, such as a power spectrum, does not show
how the frequency content of a signal changes over time. A type of Joint Time-Frequency
Analysis (JTFA) can be applied to show how the frequency content of a signal changes over time.
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In order to compare how a frequency-domain representation of a signal differs from a JTFA
representation, consider a chirp signal. A chirp signal in the time domain, as shown in the
following figure, is a signal that increases or decreases in frequency as a function of time. Two
chirp signals are shown; one increasing in frequency from 20 Hz to 200 Hz and another
decreasing in frequency from 200 Hz to 20 Hz.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=1000;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=1000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y=chirp(t,1,1,50);
>> plot(t,y);

Figure 2.10: Time-domain representation of a “low to high” chirp signal
Contrary to the above figure showing a “low to high” chirp signal, the following figure
shows a time-domain representation of a “high to low” chirp signal.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=1000;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=1000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y=chirp(t,50,1,1);
>> plot(t,y);
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Figure 2.11: Time-domain representation of a “high to low” chirp signal
Applying a Fourier transform to the time-domain representation of each chirp signal gives
the frequency-domain representations below; a power spectrum for each. Since a frequencydomain representation does not show how the frequency content of a signal changes over time,
the power spectrums of both chirp signals are identical and can therefore be misleading given that
the original time-domain signals are indeed significantly different.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=1000;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=1000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y=chirp(t,1,1,50);
>> plot(t,y);
>> NFFT=2^nextpow2(L);
>> x= y';
>> Y=fft(x,NFFT)/L;
>> f=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
>> plot(f,2*abs(Y(1:NFFT/2+1)));
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Figure 2.12: Frequency domain representation for a “low to high” chirp signal
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=1000;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=1000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y=chirp(t,50,1,1);
>> plot(t,y);
>> NFFT=2^nextpow2(L);
>> x= y';
>> Y=fft(x,NFFT)/L;
>> f=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
>> plot(f,2*abs(Y(1:NFFT/2+1)));
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Figure 2.13: Frequency domain representation of a “high to low” chirp signal
By applying a JTFA, the frequency content of a signal can be mapped over time. The
following figure shows a type of JTFA as applied to the two types of chirp signals above.
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=1000;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=1000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y=chirp(t,1,1,50);
>> x= y';
>> tfrspwv(x);
% New sampling frequency: 1000
% New highest normalized frequency : 0.05
% New threshold: 20
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Figure 2.14: JTFA of a “low to high” chirp signal
MATLAB CODE
>> Fs=1000;
>> T=1/Fs;
>> L=1000;
>> t=(0:L-1)*T;
>> y=chirp(t,50,1,1);
>> x= y';
>> tfrspwv(x);
% New sampling frequency: 1000
% New highest normalized frequency : 0.05
% New threshold: 20
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Figure 2.15: JTFA of a “high to low” chirp signal
As can be seen in the figures above, a JTFA shows the frequency content of the chirp signal
as it changes over time. The JTFA plots above are derived from a set of transforms that map a
one-dimensional time domain signal into a two-dimensional representation showing the energy of
the signal (indicated by intensity) as a function of frequency (y-axis) and time (x-axis). This type
of plot is known by several names, including a time-frequency representation (TFR), timefrequency spectrum (TFS), time-frequency-energy representation, 3-D graph, or a 2-D 1/2
representation. Note that the energy of the signal is mapped to intensity or color values.
There are numerous transforms available for JTFA with each resulting in a different timefrequency representation. The Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is considered to be the
simplest and easiest to compute while other more advanced transforms also discussed below can
yield more precise time-frequency representations.
2.5.4

Short-Time Fourier Transform

The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is the simplest of the JTFA methods to
implement but suffers from low resolution due to inherent coupling between the time and
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frequency resolution wherein increasing the time resolution causes a decrease in frequency
resolution and vice-versa. The STFT is derived from repeatedly applying the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) to short overlapping segments or “windows” of a signal.
2.5.5

Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution

The smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution approach provides a high-resolution time
and frequency representation of a signal but is limited by the introduction of artificial cross terms
for analysis of signals that contain multifrequency components (44).
2.5.6

Hilbert-Huang Transform

The Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) provides a unique method for analyzing nonstationary
and nonlinear time-domain data to obtain instantaneous high resolution time and frequency
information but is limited by resolution degradation when increasing levels of noise are
introduced to a signal (38, 44). In contrast to transforms like the traditional Fourier transform,
HHT uses an empirical method that applies a mathematical algorithm to a data set to give a
higher resolution time-frequency-energy representation than traditional analysis methods. Note
that the Hilbert-Huang Transform Data Processing System (HHT-DPS) includes the combined
contributions of Hilbert and Huang and is the intellectual property of NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) for which a limited time software usage agreement was established to
access these algorithms.
The HHT algorithm utilizes the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method, which
decomposes a signal into a smaller and finite number of components called intrinsic mode
functions (IMF). Each IMF represents a simple oscillatory mode and, by definition, is a function
with a symmetrical envelope relative to zero with equal number of extrema and zero crossings.
The collections of IMFs are analyzed for instantaneous frequency information as a function of
time by the Hilbert spectral analysis (HSA) method, which utilizes the Hilbert transform, to give
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an energy-frequency-time distribution known as the Hilbert spectrum. A mathematic
representation of the Hilbert transform follows.
For an arbitrary time series, X(t), containing center frequency oscillations, fo, its Hilbert
transform, Y(t), is as follows:

Y (t )  [ X (t )] 

1

X (t )

dt 
  t  t

The instantaneous amplitude is:

A(t )  [ X 2 (t )  Y 2 (t )]1 / 2
The instantaneous phase is:

 (t )  arctan(

Y (t )
)
X (t )

The instantaneous frequency is:

f (t ) 

1 d  (t )
2 dt

The following figure shows a test signal created in MATLAB from the mathematical
function y(t) = (sin(3.14t) + sin(9.42t) + sin(28.26t)) from time zero to 50 seconds in .005 sec
increments. This function represents the summation of three sinusoids of frequency 0.5 Hz, 1.5
Hz and 4.5 Hz, respectively.
MATLAB CODE
>> t=[0:0.005:50];
>> y=sin(3.14*t);
>> y2=sin(9.42*t);
>> y3=sin(28.26*t);
>> ytot=y+y2+y3;
>> plot(t,ytot);
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Figure 2.16: Sinusoidal test signal with 0.5 Hz, 1.5 Hz, and 4.5 Hz components
An example of a HHT-DPS derived TFR of the above test signal is shown in the following
figure where the x-axis is time in seconds, the y-axis is frequency in Hz, and the intensity of data
denotes energy. Note that the TFR of the test signal, y(t), clearly shows the 3 frequencies
expected over all time at constant energy (0.5 Hz, 1.5 Hz, and 4.5 Hz).
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Figure 2.17: HHT-DPS-derived TFR of a sinusoidal test signal
2.5.7

Variable-Frequency Complex Demodulation

All of the previous methods described are non-parametric approaches, in that they do not
characterize the data into any models in order to capture specific features of the data. In addition,
most nonparametric approaches require long data segments for analysis as compared to
parametric methods, such as VFCDM. In addition to obtaining high-resolution time-frequency
spectra, an additional benefit of utilizing a parametric approach is the elimination of cross terms
when analyzing signals that contain multifrequency components (44).
The variable-frequency complex demodulation (VFCDM) method, developed by Dr. Ki
Chon, offers a high resolution approach to estimating time-frequency spectra (TFS) and
associated amplitudes of a time-domain signal, even for short data segments (39, 43, 44).
The time-varying optimal parameter search (TVOPS) technique, also developed by Dr.
Chon, is initially used to obtain the TFS, which is then applied to the VFCDM method to obtain
even greater TFS resolution associated with only the frequencies of interest. Simulation results
conducted confirm that the VFCDM method provides the highest resolution and most accurate
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amplitude estimates as compared to the smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville, continuous wavelet
transform and the Hilbert-Huang transform methods (44).
This analysis method uses a two-step technique. The TVOPS technique is utilized for
obtaining the initial TFS, which is then applied to the VFCDM algorithm to produce an even
higher resolution TFS as well as the instantaneous amplitudes associated with the specific
frequencies of interest (44).
2.6

LASER DOPPLER
When placed at the skin surface, the laser Doppler sensor is particularly sensitive to

measuring red blood cell flux (i.e. flow) of the underlying vessels at a depth of 500 to 700 nm
below the skin surface (2). Approximately 10 – 60 capillaries contained within one to three
arteriolar-capillary networks may exist within the 1-mm3 volume underneath the sensor (10, 46).
A laser Doppler sensor indirectly measures flow by transmitting a beam of laser light on a
moving particle (i.e. RBC). The laser is partially scattered with some of the laser being reflected
back to the sensor for measurement. The reflected signal presents with a change in frequency as
compared to the original laser signal that is proportional to the speed of the particle. This
phenomenon is referred to as the Doppler Effect. Analysis of this frequency shift leads to the
determination of the speed of the particle and thus an accurate approximation of the fluid velocity
(as in the case of this particular application) (47).
2.7

LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
The application of lower body negative pressure (LBNP) is utilized to induce a hypovolemic

state in a subject being monitored with noninvasive forehead laser Doppler (LD) flowmetry.
Levels of forehead perfusion and vascular resistance are continually assessed and result in a
useful platform for testing autonomic function during simulated hypovolemia (48). This is a
noninvasive and easily reversible method with a high degree of reproducibility (49-51).
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During the application of LBNP, the subject lies in a recumbent position with their lower
body placed in a closed chamber sealed at the subject’s waist. A vacuum pump is applied to lower
the pressure in the chamber to a predetermined value resulting in a predictable, controllable and
progressive degree of central hypovolemia, blood pooling and decreased cardiac output.
LBNP simulates acute hemorrhage and results in similar changes of decreased preload,
stroke volume, and cardiac output as well as increased peripheral vascular resistance while
causing blood to pool in the lower extremities (12, 16, 35, 52). Protection of cranial structures is
postulated in that perfusion to the head is maintained despite systemic hypotension and a decline
in upper extremity blood flow. The critical degree of hypovolemia, hypotension, and
hypoperfusion is reached when progressive LBNP ultimately causes a decline in blood flow to the
head, resulting in a change in mental status. At this point, LBNP is removed and results in prompt
return of normal function. Depending on the subjects wishes as well as their vital signs,
progressive increases of LBNP result in 0.5 L (-30 mmHg) to 1.5 L (-80 mmHg) of blood pooling
(53).
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3

SPECIFIC AIMS

The main focus of this thesis is the identification and delineation of oscillatory patterns of
blood flow associated with cerebral autoregulation mechanisms which are hypothesized to exist
but for which previous experiments may have been inadequate due to inherent limitations in
traditional spectral analysis methods. As such, a goal of this study is the identification of a
method and/or process to identify and delineate biologic signatures of cerebral autoregulation,
which are hypothesized to exist within the forehead microvasculature and indicative of
sympathetic and/or parasympathetic activity. The means of assessment proposed will delineate
the autonomic changes observed and provide valuable insight into autoregulatory mechanisms
and processes.
This study also contributes to evaluating a key component of the hypothesis that cholinergic
activity is responsible for increased variability of forehead microvascular oscillatory activity as
seen in the presence of a vasoconstrictive stimulus. More specifically, the correlation between
changes in mental status level, induced by lower body negative pressure (LBNP), and forehead
microvascular perfusion, as measured by noninvasive laser Doppler (LD) flowmetry, is evaluated.
3.1

SPECIFIC AIM #1
Specific Aim #1: Identify a superior spectral analysis method for the identification of

COCmicvasc activity and assess the effectiveness of the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT), smoothed
pseudo Wigner-Ville (SPWV) distribution and the variable-frequency complex demodulation
(VFCDM) to obtain instantaneous time and frequency information from a non-linear, nonstationary time-domain signal.
3.2

SPECIFIC AIM #2
Specific Aim #2: Determine if changes in forehead microcirculation as monitored by

noninvasive laser Doppler flowmetry may provide a reliable indication of the adequacy of
cerebral blood flow during progressive simulated hypovolemia.
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3.3

SPECIFIC AIM #3
Specific Aim #3: Identify changes in forehead microvascular activity due to parasympathetic

activity associated with the onset of mental status changes and show a lack of coherence with
potential confounding variables.
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4.1

METHODS

LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE PROTOCOL
The LBNP protocol, approved under HIC #12767, is a noninvasive technique that can induce

a hypovolemic state through blood pooling in the lower extremities by a portion of the circulating
blood volume. This decreases right atrial pressure and unloads baroreceptors. LBNP is applied by
enclosing the subject’s lower body (up to the iliac crest) in an airtight chamber that can be
partially evacuated by a rheostat-controlled pump. The chamber pressure is monitored by a
manometer with direct measurements from a pressure transducer and can be controlled between
the values of -5 and -80 mmHg for extended periods.
Increasing degrees of LBNP is applied to healthy volunteers being monitored with
noninvasive laser Doppler (LD) flowmetry to assess levels of forehead perfusion and vascular
resistance. This induces pooling of blood in the legs, resulting in relative hypovolemia throughout
the rest of the body as well as systemic hypotension and decreased perfusion. Protection of
cranial structures is postulated in that perfusion to the head is maintained despite systemic
hypotension and a decline in upper extremity blood flow. Progressive LBNP will eventually
cause a decline in blood flow to the head resulting in alteration in mental status, which pinpoints
the critical degree of hypovolemia, hypotension and systemic hypoperfusion and is followed by
removal of LBNP, resulting in prompt return to normal function.
Data were obtained from two different sources. The first data set was obtained from June to
August of 2007 using the LBNP Baseline Protocol by this author and with the assistance of
Nicholas Galante, Aymen Alian, Kirk Shelley and David Silverman. The second data set was
obtained in 2008 using the LBNP Fast Protocol by Kathleen Samuels with the assistance of Nick
Galante, Awad El-Ashry, Keith Ruskin and David Silverman. In both instances, data were
obtained in coordination with the research efforts of Dr. Nina Stachenfeld in a temperature
controlled chamber containing the LBNP apparatus located at the John B. Pierce Laboratory
(JPL) in New Haven, CT.
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The LBNP Baseline Protocol is associated with Specific Aim #2 whereas the LBNP Fast
Protocol is associated with Specific Aim #3. Each protocol is discussed in greater detail in their
respective sections later in this chapter.
4.2

MATLAB
MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) is utilized for this thesis as the primary tool for the

development of custom mathematical algorithms for analysis of time-domain data obtained from
forehead LD sensors. MATLAB is a commercially available programming environment for
algorithm development, data analysis, visualization, and numerical computation. MATLAB is a
product of MathWorks, a leading developer of mathematical computing software for engineers
and scientists, and is typically used to solve technical computing problems faster than with
traditional programming languages, such as C, C++, and Fortran.
Two custom signals analysis tools were created in MATLAB to analyze data in the timefrequency-energy domain and search for oscillatory activity consistent with the previously
postulated characteristics of cholinergic oscillatory control (COCmicvasc), particularly during onset
in changes of mental status. The timeframe of oscillatory activity is determined and compared
with timestamps associated with changes in mental status (lightheadedness) of the subject. Once a
particular timeframe associated with COCmicvasc is identified, the data is downsampled, zeromeaned, linear detrended, and normalized to unit variance before being analyzed by either the
SPWV or VFCDM techniques. The two MATLAB programs, including their user interfaces and
output, are discussed further in each of the appropriate sections of this document.
4.3

SPECIFIC AIM #1
Specific Aim #1: Identify a superior spectral analysis method for the identification of

COCmicvasc activity and assess the effectiveness of the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT), smoothed
pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (SPWV) and the variable-frequency complex demodulation
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(VFCDM) to obtain instantaneous time and frequency information from a non-linear, nonstationary time-domain signal.
A simulation is conducted that compares the analysis results of known test signals using
SPWV, HHT, and VFCDM methods. Two types of test signals are created; a cross chirp and a
diverging chirp. Each is compared with and without +10 dB of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN).
4.3.1

Cross Chirp Test Signal

A cross chirp signal (frequencies that are both linearly increasing and decreasing) was
created that consists of a combination of two chirp signals; one increasing in frequency from 0.0
to 2.0 Hz and the other decreasing in frequency from 2.0 to 0.0 Hz with both having a timeframe
of 0 to 200 seconds. A second cross chirp signal was created as above but also included +10 dB
of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The data length is 2000 points with a sampling rate of
10 Hz.
Each signal is analyzed using SPWV, HHT and VFCDM analysis methods with
corresponding plots created. For SPWV, the Hamming window is used. The length of time and
frequency smoothing window is 1/10 and 1/4 of the data length, respectively. For VFCDM,
Nw=128 (length of the LPF), fw=0.02 (bandwidth of the LPF in Hz), fv=0.01 (bandwidth of the
variable frequency).
4.3.2

MATLAB Code - Cross Chirp Test Signal

%% create cross chirp signal
Fs=4; T=1/Fs; L=800; t=(0:L‐1)*T;
y=chirp(t,0.0,200,2.0) + chirp(t,2.0,200,0.0);
SNR=10; % SNR in dB where the power of Y is assumed to be 0 dBW
Y=awgn(y,SNR); % adds white Gaussian noise to y(t)
load('InverseGrayColormap','mycmap'); % load the custom inverse gray colormap
% create summary figure
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); % get size of monitor screen to display figure
figure1 = figure('OuterPosition',[0 0 scrsz(4) scrsz(4)],...
'Colormap',mycmap,'Color',[1 1 1]); % create figure
h1 = subplot(2,2,1);
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set(gca,'Layer','top')
set(gca,'FontSize', 12)
box on
hold all
plot(t,Y); % create plot
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12); % Create xlabel
ylabel('Amplitude (volts)','FontSize',12); % Create ylabel
title('\bfCROSS CHIRP SIGNAL + 10dB AWGN','FontSize',14); % Create title
% create individual figure
ifigure1=figure;
axes1 = axes('Parent',ifigure1,'FontSize',12); % Create axes
box(axes1,'on'); hold(axes1,'all');
plot(t,Y); % create plot
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12); % Create xlabel
ylabel('Amplitude (volts)','FontSize',12); % Create ylabel
title('\bfCROSS CHIRP SIGNAL + 10dB AWGN','FontSize',14); % Create title
% print individual figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\CrossChirp_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
%% create cross chirp TFR (SPWV)
Y_n=normdata(Y); % normalize and detrend data
Y_n=Y_n'; % transform matrix of data for use with Hilbert transform
[xrow,xcol] = size(Y_n); % determine size of matrix
Yh=hilbert(Y_n); % Hilbert transformed data
tv=1:xrow; % time vector
N=xrow;
hlength=floor(N/4);
hlength=hlength+1‐rem(hlength,2);
glength=floor(N/10);
glength=glength+1‐rem(glength,2);
g = tftb_window(glength);
h = tftb_window(hlength);
trace=1; % non‐zero value displays a progress bar for tfrspwv
[TFR,Tvector,Fnorm]=tfrspwv(Yh,tv,N,g,h,trace);
load('InverseGrayColormap','mycmap'); % load the custom inverse gray colormap
figure(figure1)
h2 = subplot(2,2,2);
set(gca,'Layer','top')
set(gca,'FontSize', 12)
box on
hold all
xlim([0 200])
ylim([0 2])
Fplot=Fnorm*Fs;
set(gca, 'CLim', [0 10])
image(t,Fplot,TFR,'CDataMapping','scaled');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
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ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfCROSS CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (SPWV)','FontSize',14);
% create individual figure
ifigure2=figure( 'Colormap',mycmap,'Color',[1 1 1]);
axes2 = axes('Parent',ifigure2,'Layer','top','FontSize',12,'CLim',[0 10]);
box(axes2,'on'); hold(axes2,'all');
xlim(axes2,[0 200]); ylim(axes2,[0 2]);
image(t,Fplot,TFR,'Parent',axes2,'CDataMapping','scaled');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfCROSS CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (SPWV)','FontSize',14);
colorbar('peer',axes2,'FontSize',12);
% print individual figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\CrossChirpTFR‐SPWV_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
%% create cross chirp TFR (VFCDM)
Y_n=normdata(Y); % normalize and detrend data
Nw=128; % length of LPF
fw=0.02; % bandwidth of LPF in Hz
fv=fw/2; % bandwidth of the variable frequency
R=vfcdmh(Y_n,Nw,fw,fv);
fscale=0.00390625:2/256:2‐0.00390625;
tscale=0.125:T:(L‐1)*T‐0.125;
% append to summary figure
figure(figure1)
h3=subplot(2,2,4);
set(gca,'Layer','top')
set(gca,'FontSize', 12)
set(gca, 'CLim', [0 1])
box on
hold all
xlim([0 200])
ylim([0 2])
image(tscale,fscale,R,'CDataMapping','scaled'); axis('xy');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfCROSS CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (VFCDM)','FontSize',14);
% create indvidual figure
ifigure3=figure( 'Colormap',mycmap,'Color',[1 1 1]);
axes3 = axes('Parent',ifigure3,'Layer','top','FontSize',12,'CLim',[0 1]);
box(axes3,'on'); hold(axes3,'all');
xlim(axes3,[0 200]); ylim(axes3,[0 2]);
image(tscale,fscale,R,'Parent',axes3,'CDataMapping','scaled'); axis('xy');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
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title('\bfCROSS CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (VFCDM)','FontSize',14);
colorbar('peer',axes3,'FontSize',12);
% print individual figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\CrossChirpTFR‐VFCDM_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
%% write Y(t) out to .txt file for import into HHT‐DPS
fid=fopen('C:\Users\romberg\Desktop\Y_CrossChirp_10dBAWGN.txt','w');
formatstring='%f\n';
fprintf(fid,formatstring,Y);
fclose('all');
%% create cross chirp TFR from HHT‐DPS supplied 3d array
% convert to 2d array for plotting with 'image()' 3d array, HHT, is 2809
% x 3; new 2d array, H, should be 53 x 53 3d(:,1)=x‐axis coordinate,
% 3d(:,2)=intensity, 3d(:,3)=y‐axis coordinate
r=1; % r = row number;
load('C:\Users\romberg\Desktop\CrossChirp\HHT_CrossChirp_10dBAWGN.txt');
for t=1:53 %cycle through all time points
for f=1:53 %cycle through all frequency points
H(f,t)=HHT_CrossChirp_10dBAWGN(r,2); %where 2 is the 2nd column corresponding to the intensity
values
r=r+1;
end
end
fscale=0.01886792:(0.5*Fs)/53:(0.5*Fs)‐0.01886792;
tscale=1.9230769:T:(L‐1)*T‐1.9230769;
% append to summary figure
figure(figure1);
h4 = subplot(2,2,3);
set(gca,'Layer','top')
set(gca,'FontSize', 12)
set(gca, 'CLim', [0 1])
box on
hold all
xlim([0 200]); ylim([0 2]);
image(tscale,fscale,H,'CDataMapping','scaled'); axis('xy');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfCROSS CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (HHT)','FontSize',14);
% create individual figure
ifigure4=figure( 'Colormap',mycmap,'Color',[1 1 1]);
axes4 = axes('Parent',ifigure4,'Layer','top','FontSize',12,'CLim',[0 1]);
box(axes4,'on'); hold(axes4,'all');
xlim(axes4,[0 200]); ylim(axes4,[0 2]);
image(tscale,fscale,H,'Parent',axes4,'CDataMapping','scaled'); axis('xy');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
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ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfCROSS CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (HHT)','FontSize',14);
colorbar('peer',axes4,'FontSize',12);
% print individual figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\CrossChirpTFR‐HHT_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
%% print summary figure to .png graphics file
figure(figure1);
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\CrossChirpSummary_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
close all;

4.3.3

Diverging Chirp Test Signal

A diverging chirp signal was created that consists of a combination of two chirp signals; one
increasing in frequency from 0.0 to 0.30 Hz and the other increasing in frequency from 0.0 to
0.15 Hz, both over a timeframe of 0 to 200 seconds. A second diverging chirp signal was created
as above but also includes +10 dB of additive white Gaussian noise. Each signal is analyzed using
SPWV, HHT and VFCDM analysis methods with corresponding plots created.
4.3.4

MATLAB Code - Diverging Chirp Test Signal

%% create diverging chirp signal
Fs=4; T=1/Fs; L=800; t=(0:L‐1)*T;
y=chirp(t,0.0,200,0.3) + chirp(t,0.0,200,0.15);
SNR=10; % SNR in dB where the power of Y is assumed to be 0 dBW
Y=awgn(y,SNR); % adds white Gaussian noise to y(t)
load('InverseGrayColormap','mycmap'); % load the custom inverse gray colormap
% create summary figure
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); % get size of monitor screen to display figure
figure1 = figure('OuterPosition',[0 0 scrsz(4) scrsz(4)],...
'Colormap',mycmap,'Color',[1 1 1]); % create figure
h1 = subplot(2,2,1);
set(gca,'Layer','top')
set(gca,'FontSize', 12)
box on
hold all
plot(t,Y); % create plot
ylim([‐2.0 3.0]);
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12); % Create xlabel
ylabel('Amplitude (volts)','FontSize',12); % Create ylabel
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title('\bfDIVERGING CHIRP SIGNAL + 10dB AWGN','FontSize',14); % Create title
% create individual figure
ifigure1=figure;
axes1 = axes('Parent',ifigure1,'FontSize',12); % Create axes
box(axes1,'on'); hold(axes1,'all');
plot(t,Y); % create plot
ylim([‐2.0 3.0]);
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12); % Create xlabel
ylabel('Amplitude (volts)','FontSize',12); % Create ylabel
title('\bfDIVERGING CHIRP SIGNAL + 10dB AWGN','FontSize',14); % Create title
% print individual figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\DivergingChirp_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
%% create diverging chirp TFR (SPWV)
Y_n=normdata(Y); % normalize and detrend data
Y_n=Y_n'; % transform matrix of data for use with Hilbert transform
[xrow,xcol] = size(Y_n); % determine size of matrix
Yh=hilbert(Y_n); % Hilbert transformed data
tv=1:xrow; % time vector
N=xrow;
hlength=floor(N/4);
hlength=hlength+1‐rem(hlength,2);
glength=floor(N/10);
glength=glength+1‐rem(glength,2);
g = tftb_window(glength);
h = tftb_window(hlength);
trace=1; % non‐zero value displays a progress bar for tfrspwv
[TFR,Tvector,Fnorm]=tfrspwv(Yh,tv,N,g,h,trace);
load('InverseGrayColormap','mycmap'); % load the custom inverse gray colormap
% append to summary plot
figure(figure1)
h2 = subplot(2,2,2);
set(gca,'Layer','top')
set(gca,'FontSize', 12)
set(gca, 'YTick', [0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30]);
box on
hold all
xlim([0 200])
ylim([0 0.3])
Fplot=Fnorm*Fs;
set(gca, 'CLim', [0 10])
image(t,Fplot,TFR,'CDataMapping','scaled');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfDIVERGING CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (SPWV)','FontSize',14);
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% create individual figure
ifigure2=figure( 'Colormap',mycmap,'Color',[1 1 1]);
axes2 = axes('Parent',ifigure2,'Layer','top','FontSize',12,'CLim',[0 10]);
box(axes2,'on'); hold(axes2,'all');
xlim(axes2,[0 200]); ylim(axes2,[0 0.3]);
image(t,Fplot,TFR,'Parent',axes2,'CDataMapping','scaled');
set(gca, 'YTick', [0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30]);
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfDIVERGING CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (SPWV)','FontSize',14);
colorbar('peer',axes2,'FontSize',12);
% print individual figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\DivergingChirpTFR‐SPWV_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
%% create diverging chirp TFR (VFCDM)
Y_n=normdata(Y); % normalize and detrend data
Nw=256; % length of LPF
fw=0.0001; % bandwidth of LPF in Hz
fv=fw/2; % bandwidth of the variable frequency
R=vfcdmh(Y_n,Nw,fw,fv);
fscale=0.003906:(0.5*Fs)/256:(0.5*Fs)‐0.003906;
tscale=.12531:T:(L‐1)*T‐.12531;
% append to summary figure
figure(figure1)
h3=subplot(2,2,4);
set(gca,'Layer','top')
set(gca,'FontSize', 12)
set(gca, 'CLim', [0 1])
set(gca, 'YTick', [0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30]);
box on
hold all
xlim([0 200])
ylim([0 0.3])
image(tscale,fscale,R,'CDataMapping','scaled'); axis('xy');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfDIVERGING CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (VFCDM)','FontSize',14);
% create indvidual figure
ifigure3=figure( 'Colormap',mycmap,'Color',[1 1 1]);
axes3 = axes('Parent',ifigure3,'Layer','top','FontSize',12,'CLim',[0 1]);
box(axes3,'on'); hold(axes3,'all');
xlim(axes3,[0 200]); ylim(axes3,[0 0.3]);
image(tscale,fscale,R,'Parent',axes3,'CDataMapping','scaled'); axis('xy');
set(gca, 'YTick', [0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30]);
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
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title('\bfDIVERGING CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (VFCDM)','FontSize',14);
colorbar('peer',axes3,'FontSize',12);
% print individual figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\DivergingChirpTFR‐VFCDM_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
%% write Y(t) out to .txt file for import into HHT‐DPS
fid=fopen('C:\Users\romberg\Desktop\Y_DivergingChirp_10dBAWGN.txt','w');
formatstring='%f\n';
fprintf(fid,formatstring,Y);
fclose('all');
%% create diverging chirp TFR from HHT‐DPS supplied 3d array
% convert to 2d array for plotting with 'image()'
% 3d array, HHT, is 2809 x 3; new 2d array, H, should be 53 x 53
% 3d(:,1)=x‐axis coordinate, 3d(:,2)=intensity, 3d(:,3)=y‐axis coordinate
r=1; % r = row number;
load('C:\Users\romberg\Desktop\DivergingChirp\HHT_DivergingChirp_10dBAWGN.txt');
for t=1:53 %cycle through all time points
for f=1:53 %cycle through all frequency points
H(f,t)=HHT_DivergingChirp_10dBAWGN(r,2); %where 2 is the 2nd column corresponding to the
intensity values
r=r+1;
end
end
% fscale=0.00283:0.3/53:0.3‐0.00283;
fscale=0.01842:1.953/53:1.953‐0.01842;
tscale=1.8867:T:(L‐1)*T‐1.886;
% append to summary figure
figure(figure1);
h4 = subplot(2,2,3);
set(gca,'Layer','top')
set(gca,'FontSize', 12)
set(gca, 'CLim', [0 1])
set(gca, 'YTick', [0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30]);
box on
hold all
xlim([0 200]); ylim([0 0.3]);
image(tscale,fscale,H,'CDataMapping','scaled'); axis('xy');
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfDIVERGING CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (HHT)','FontSize',14);
% create individual figure
ifigure4=figure( 'Colormap',mycmap,'Color',[1 1 1]);
axes4 = axes('Parent',ifigure4,'Layer','top','FontSize',12,'CLim',[0 1]);
box(axes4,'on'); hold(axes4,'all');
xlim(axes4,[0 200]); ylim(axes4,[0 0.3]);
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image(tscale,fscale,H,'Parent',axes4,'CDataMapping','scaled'); axis('xy');
set(gca, 'YTick', [0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30]);
xlabel('Time (seconds)','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontSize',12);
title('\bfDIVERGING CHIRP + 10dB AWGN TFR (HHT)','FontSize',14);
colorbar('peer',axes4,'FontSize',12);
% print individual figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\DivergingChirpTFR‐HHT_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
%% print summary figure to .png graphics file
figure(figure1);
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\DivergingChirpSummary_10dBAWGN.png');
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
close all;

4.4

SPECIFIC AIM #2
Specific Aim #2: Determine if changes in forehead microcirculation as monitored by

noninvasive laser Doppler flowmetry may provide a reliable indication of the adequacy of
cerebral blood flow during progressive simulated hypovolemia.
4.4.1

Lower Body Negative Pressure – Baseline Protocol

With Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, data were collected from 7 healthy
volunteers with an age range of 23-39 years old. Each subject underwent a period of baseline
(BASE) monitoring followed by successive 3 minute intervals of LBNP at -30, -60, -75, and -90
mmHg pressure. EKG monitoring was conducted on each subject as was heart rate, blood
pressure, respiration, continuous noninvasive finger artery BP and laser Doppler flowmetry
probes (Perimed, Sweden) placed on the forehead and finger. The data were recorded with a
sampling rate of 200 Hz. Data were separated into segments based on the following
classifications: BASE, PRESYMPT, and SYMPT. Paired analyses of the changes in mean flow
between BASE and the lowest LBNP before light-headedness (PRESYMPT) phases and between
PRESYMPT and onset of light-headedness (SYMPT) were performed with paired t-test.
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Summary values are expressed as mean +/-SD. Significant efforts contributed to the initial setup
of the LBNP (HIC # 12767) monitoring setup (including a modification of the negative pressure
chamber skirt to provide an improved seal), data collection of 7 subjects, and subsequent data
analysis that resulted in the following poster presentation: Alian, A., Romberg, F., Galante, N.,
Shelley, K., Silverman, D. (2008, October). Laser Doppler Flowmetry of the Forehead and
Finger Microvasculature During Hypovolemia. Annual Meeting of the American Society for
Anesthesiology; Orlando, FL.
4.5

SPECIFIC AIM #3
Specific Aim #3: Identify changes in forehead microvascular activity due to parasympathetic

activity associated with the onset of mental status changes and show a lack of coherence with
potential confounding variables.
4.5.1

Lower Body Negative Pressure – Fast Protocol

The second data set was obtained using a slightly different procedure designated as the “Fast
Protocol” as originally described and conducted in 2008 by Kathleen Samuels with the assistance
of Nick Galante, Awad El-Ashry, Keith Ruskin and David Silverman. The majority of the
following information in this section was provided by Kathleen Samuels.
With IRB approval, data were collected from 11 healthy, non-smoking volunteers who were
instructed to refrain from caffeine for at least 8 hours prior to their participation and to eat only a
light meal prior to their participation. As with the previously conducted protocol, subjects were
placed in a recumbent position on a table such that their legs and pelvis are contained within the
LBNP chamber. Measurement of EKG, respiration (via a respiration belt placed around the
thorax), noninvasive BP cuff on one arm, noninvasive pneumatic finger cuff measuring BP,
MAP, and stroke volume (Finapres, Ohmeda model 2300, Madison, WI), laser Doppler
flowmetry sensors (Periflux 2B; Perimed, Sweden) positioned at the forehead and finger
(contralateral to the arm BP cuff). Unlike the previous setup, a transcranial Doppler transducer
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was positioned over the temporal acoustic window until a mean blood flow velocity of at least 50
cm/s was obtained. Data were collected at a sampling rate of 250 Hz and recorded using
LabChart, a commercially-available data acquisition software package from ADInstruments.
Values were recorded for forehead LD, TCD, and Finapres arterial blood pressure, systolic
(peak) and diastolic (trough). Four data intervals were established and include BASELINE,
PRESYMPT, SYMPT, and POST. A BASELINE period of data were collected for 3 minutes for
each subject at 0 mmHg followed by the rapidly progressive LBNP protocol that included -70
mmHg application in 1 minute followed by progressive declines of an additional 10 mmHg until
lightheadedness was reported or until a blood pressure decline of >20% of baseline blood
pressure or a doubling of heart rate. PRESYMPT is used to designate the presymptomatic period
of all subjects at approximately 30 seconds before SYMPT (even if they did not become
“symptomatic”). PRESYMPT is designated as the interval just prior to the development of
symptoms or attainment of a hemodynamic cutoff and hence is just before discontinuation of
LBNP. SYMPT is an interval lasting 30 seconds and begins with the subject reporting nausea or
lightheadedness. If subjects did not report nausea or lightheadedness, a SYMPT interval will still
be present and will indicate the time of LBNP discontinuation.
4.5.2

Microvascular Oscillatory Visualization and Analysis Tool

Initially, a complete program called the Microvascular Oscillatory Visualization and
Analysis Tool (MOVAT) was developed in MATLAB that includes approximately 1500 lines of
code as shown in an appendix at the end of this document. Initial results obtained utilizing the
Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) in previous months verified the importance for the need to
continue the implementation of more advanced methods of spectral analysis. An originally agreed
upon approach was to integrate the Hilbert-Huang transform with the algorithmic language of
MATLAB to enable access to the individual intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) created as HHT
interim products. The IMFs contain meaningful instantaneous frequency information which could
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be used to further isolate the biological signal (0.12 - 0.20 Hz) activity previously identified and
associated with cerebral autoregulation mechanisms. The HHT software provided by NASA,
however, did not allow direct access to the IMFs and hence the need to develop an additional
MATLAB algorithm that could interact with the NASA HHT software and extract the IMFs was
deemed necessary. However, a collaboration emerged with Dr. Ki H. Chon, Professor and Chair
of Department of Biomedical Engineering, Worcester Polytechnic Institute. At this time Dr. Chon
became an advisor to me in the area of time-varying signals analysis and processing techniques
and brought to the table a powerful analysis method, variable-frequency complex demodulation,
which was believed to be a substantial improvement over the HHT implementation.
As a result of this collaboration, work was stopped on the effort to integrate the HHT
software with additional MATLAB code and instead a new effort to develop a standalone
program written in MATLAB began. The new program was originally envisioned to implement
three signals analysis techniques (smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution, variable-frequency
complex demodulation, and Hilbert-Huang transform) into one program that could load, sort, and
analyze LabChart-formatted data directly. It was envisioned that such a program could be used in
the future by others who did not possess a substantial programming or signals analysis
background. The program would be applied towards the identification and delineation of biologic
signatures of autoregulatory mechanisms and processes that may have previously gone
unidentified with traditional time-invariant analysis techniques.
The draft version (V0.1) of this program was named MOVAT, Microvascular Oscillatory
Visualization and Analysis Tool, and consists of approximately 1500 lines of code. A standalone
executable (.exe) was also created that could be run without the requirement for an existing
MATLAB installation.
The following figure shows a screenshot of MOVAT user interface after loading a LabChartformatted data file containing 13 channels of data.
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of MOVAT after loading a LabChart-formatted data file
MOVAT will read a LabChart-formatted data file and present a textual interface with the
following information and options:
MICROVASCULAR OSCILLATORY VISUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS TOOL (MOVAT)
Copyright (c) 2010-2012 by Frederick W. Romberg
Version 0.11 DRAFT, February 8, 2012
****************************DATA FILE PROPERTIES****************************
Filename: (the original LabChart or MATLAB filename input to MOVAT)
Sampling Rate: 200.000 Hz (Ts = 0.005 sec) (the original data sampling rate)
Recording Time: 18 min 47.195 sec (1127.195 sec) (total recording time of the original data)
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Relative Time Interval: 0.000 to 1127.195 sec (total relative time of the original data)
Index Length: 225440 data points per channel (number of total data points/channel in the data)
Number of Data Channels: 13 (total number of data channels in the original LabChart file)
(channel number and associated name)
Channel 01: EKG
Channel 08: FP AP
Channel 02: Fore LD
Channel 09: FP out2
Channel 03: Fing LD
Channel 10: Fp out3
Channel 04: Fore Plth
Channel 11: TCD
Channel 05: Fing Plth
Channel 12: Moore
Channel 06: Ear Pleth
Channel 13: VP
Channel 07: Resp
The Analysis Parameters section is presented after the Data File Properties section and
includes the following user-specified options:
***************************ANALYSIS PARAMETERS***************************
(T) Time-Frequency Processing: <VFCDM> (spectral analysis method to be utilized)
Available options include:
1. Variable Frequency Complex Demodulation (VFCDM)
2. Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution (SPWV)
3. Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT)
4. none (time-only plots will also be selected)
(P) Plot Type (per channel):<Time+Time-Frequency Representation> (specify desired plot type)
Available options include:
1. Time + Time-Frequency Representation
2. Time Only
(C) Channels Included: <2, 3> --> [4 subplots per figure] (specify which channels to include)
(S) Segment of Data Included: <720.0 to 840.0 sec (120.0 sec)> (specify specific data to include)
(X) X-Axis Span (time): <120 sec> --> [1 figure(s)] (specify x-axis span)
(Y) Y-Axis Limits (frequency): <Ymin=0.00 Hz, Ymax=0.30 Hz> (specify x-axis limits)
(D) Downsample Factor: <N=200>-->[Fs=1.000 Hz & Ts=1.000 sec] (specify downsampling)
(N) Normalize Data: <zero-mean/unit variance> (determine data preprocessing options)
Available options include:
1. zero-mean/linear detrend/unit variance
2. zero-mean/unit variance
3. none
Next, is the Program Mode section that allows the user to specify a particular program
function.
********************************PROGRAM MODE******************************
(A) Analyze Data (starts the analysis with the above user-specified parameters)
(R) Rename Channel Title (renames a channel title)
(E) End Program (ends MOVAT)
(O) Open New Data File (opens a different LabChart or MATLAB data file)
(H) Help (offers helpful topics on available program options)
A Textual Summary section is next and offers a text version of the parameters chosen above.
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*****************************TEXTUAL SUMMARY*****************************
The Variable Frequency Complex Demodulation algorithm will be applied to data in 2 channel(s)
from 720.000 to 840.000 seconds (1127.195 sec/channel). Each channel will be downsampled to
1.0 Hz by taking every 200th sample. Data will be zero-meaned, linearly detrended and
normalized to unit variance. An x-axis (time) span of 120 seconds will produce 1 figure(s). Each
figure will contain 2 time-only and 2 time-frequency representations (TFRs). The TFR y-axis
(frequency) limits are 0.00 Hz and 0.30 Hz.
The status bar showing the date and last command executed, or any associated errors follows
the textual summary section.
07-MAR-2012 18:26:59
THE DATA NORMALIZING METHOD HAS BEEN UPDATED
Finally, the user input prompt is shown, wherein any of the capital letters shown on the
MOVAT user interface (in parenthesis) may be input to perform a particular program task.
Enter an analysis parameter item to continue <A>:
The following screenshot shows an example of a MOVAT analysis output for the above
user-specified parameters for a particular data file input; in this case, two channels of laser
Doppler (LD) data, Forehead and Finger. The top two plots represent the respective LD signals in
the time domain whereas the bottom two plots represent the respective LD signals in the timefrequency-energy domains. Note the power present in the 0.15 to 0.20 Hz frequency band in
Channel 2 (Forehead LD) and which is notably absent in Channel 3 (Finger LD).
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Figure 4.2: Example MOVAT analysis output
4.5.3

Variable-Frequency Complex Demodulation (VFCDM)

For analysis methods utilizing VFCDM, the following procedure is utilized to provide
estimates of the time-frequency spectrum of a time-domain signal (44).
1. Fixed center frequencies, fo, were selected at multiples of Fw (i.e 0.03, 0.06, …, 0.47 Hz)
where the frequencies are referred to as the normalized frequencies. The LD signal x(t) is
multiplied by

at each center frequency, generating a series of new signals yfo(t)

where the frequency band centered at fo has been shifted to 0 Hz. This process is termed
complex demodulation.
2. A low-pass filter with cutoff frequency of Fw (i.e. 0.03 Hz) is applied to each yfo(t) so
that only frequency components from 0 to 0.03 Hz remain. The continuous amplitude,
A(t), and phase, φ(t), are determined from each filtered yfo(t), and the signal is
reconstructed at its center frequency as y

cos 2

.

3. The Hilbert transform of each yLP(t) is taken to obtain the instantaneous frequency and
amplitude at each time point. The instantaneous frequencies and amplitudes for all yLP(t)
are combined to construct a coarse time-frequency spectrum estimate.
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4. Fixed center frequencies are replaced by time-varying center frequencies, fo(t), taken
from the dominant spectral components found in the coarse time-frequency spectrum
at each center frequency, fo(t), generating a

estimate. x(t) is multiplied by

series of new signals, yfo(t), where the components at the now time-varying center
frequency are shifted to 0 Hz. This process is termed variable-frequency complex
demodulation (54).
5. A low-pass filter with cutoff frequency Fv (i.e. 0.015 Hz) where Fv = Fw/2 is applied to
each yfo(t). The continuous amplitude, A(t), and phase, φ(t), are determined from each
filtered yfo(t). Each filtered signal is reconstructed at its time-varying center frequency as
y

cos

2

.

6. A refined time-frequency spectrum is obtained by instantaneous amplitudes and
frequencies from the resultant of the Hilbert transform of each yLP(t).
4.5.4

Data Sorting and Analysis – PLOTDATA_SPWV.M

An additional program, PLOTDATA_SPWV.M, was developed in MATLAB and is much
more recent than MOVAT. This program is built upon the foundation of MOVAT and was
ultimately responsible for the production of all the plots associated with Specific Aim #3. The
program reads in a file exported from LabChart in the MATLAB format and reads in the
timestamps and two designated data channels. For the purpose of this thesis, the two channels are
forehead laser Doppler and respiration. One figure is produced for each 200 seconds of data and
includes the following six items:
1. forehead laser Doppler time plot
2. forehead laser Doppler TFR
3. forehead laser Doppler table of average power per 10 second bin
4. respiration time plot
5. respiration TFR
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6. respiration table of average power per 10 second bin
Two versions of plots are possible, one with a 200 second time span and another with a 100
second time span that also highlights the specific analysis interval of interest (BASELINE,
PRESYMPT, SYMPT, or POST). An example of this latter version is shown in the following
figure.

Figure 4.3: Example PLOTDATA_SPWV.M output
4.5.5

MATLAB Code – PLOTDATA_SPWV.M

function plotdata_spwv(fname_data)
%% PLOTDATA_SPWV.M
% Created by Frederick W. Romberg
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% Last updated on 4/3/2012
% Yale School of Medicine, Department of Anesthesiology
% Contact Email: Fred.Romberg@yale.edu
%
% DATA IMPORT INSTRUCTIONS
% import data file from LabChart export command in .mat format
% use simple format with 32‐bit floating point
% apply a 0.6 Hz LPF to respiratory channel before import
% apply a 5.0 Hz LPF to forehead laser Doppler channel before import
% ticktimes_block1 = time stamps in intervals of Ts
% data_block1(1,:) = forehead laser Doppler
% data_block1(2,:) = respiration belt transducer
%% LOAD DATA FILES FROM DESKTOP
clear all
clc
opengl software % disable graphics hardware to avoid a MATLAB bug using patch
% enter the corresponding subject designation A through I wherein
% each data file is labled as A_data.mat, B_data.mat, etc and corresponds
% to the original data file where:
% A=Blizzard_10‐02, B=Matty_09‐23, C=Ed_09‐23, D=David_09‐23,
% E=Sarah_10‐02, F=Rob_10‐02, G=Nick_10‐08, H=Joel_09‐26, I=Sam_10‐08
[SubIdent]=upper(input('\nENTER THE SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION LETTER(S) (i.e. BCD): ','s'));
if length(SubIdent)==1;
plot_AI= input('\nPLOT ANALYSIS INTERVALS? (Y/N): ','s');
else
plot_AI='N';
end
if strcmpi(plot_AI,'Y')==1;
plotspan=100; % time span of each plot; must be a multiple of 100
AI_flag=1;
else
plotspan=200;
AI_flag=0;
end
if length(SubIdent)>1; % use this subroutine if analyzing >1 data set
% all data is analyzed using this option
% start and stop points cannot be input with this option
for i=1:length(SubIdent)
% target a seperate Desktop folder for each data file
% i.e. C:\Users\romberg\Desktop\B_data\B_data.mat (where B=SubIdent)
fname_data=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_data.mat',...
SubIdent(i),SubIdent(i));
load(fname_data);
fprintf('\nLOADING C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_data.mat...\n',...
SubIdent(i),SubIdent(i));
%% DETERMINE FILE PROPERTIES
% print Ts and Fs
Ts=ticktimes_block1(2)‐ticktimes_block1(1);
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fprintf('\nTs = %1.3f sec \n',Ts)
Fs=1/Ts;
fprintf('Fs = %3.1f Hz \n',Fs)
% print total data length in seconds
dataL_sec=(ticktimes_block1(length(ticktimes_block1))‐ticktimes_block1(1));
dataL_min=dataL_sec/60;
fprintf('Data starts at %4.2f seconds. \n',ticktimes_block1(1));
fprintf('Data ends at %4.2f seconds. \n',ticktimes_block1(length(ticktimes_block1)));
fprintf('Total data length = %4.2f seconds (%3.1f minutes) \n',dataL_sec,dataL_min);
%% SET DEFAULT VALUES
tstart=ticktimes_block1(1);
tstop=tstart+plotspan;
nextfigstart=tstop;
bin_time=10; % size in seconds of each time bin; must be a multiple of 10
bin_num=plotspan/bin_time; % total number of time bins
tend=ticktimes_block1(length(ticktimes_block1));
%% DETERMINE NUMBER OF PLOTS TO PRODUCE
plotnum=(tend‐tstart)/plotspan;
%% RUN MAIN FUNCTION
for j=1:plotnum
fprintf('\n\n>>>>>>>>>>>>> CREATING FIGURE PAGE %d OF %d <<<<<<<<<<<<<\n\n',...
j,floor(plotnum));
plot_t1=tstart+(j‐1)*plotspan;
plot_t2=plot_t1+plotspan;
plotdata_main(data_block1,ticktimes_block1,SubIdent(i),...
plot_t1,plot_t2,bin_time,bin_num,AI_flag,[],[],[]);
end
end
elseif (length(SubIdent)==1 || isempty(SubIdent)); % analyze a single data set
if strcmp(SubIdent, '')==1;
SubIdent = 'TEST';
end
% target a seperate Desktop folder for each data file
% i.e. C:\Users\romberg\Desktop\B_data\B_data.mat (where B=SubIdent)
fname_data=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_data.mat',...
SubIdent,SubIdent);
load(fname_data);
fprintf('\nLOADING C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_data.mat...\n',...
SubIdent,SubIdent);
%% DETERMINE FILE PROPERTIES
% print Ts and Fs
Ts=ticktimes_block1(2)‐ticktimes_block1(1);
fprintf('\nTs = %1.3f sec \n',Ts)
Fs=1/Ts;
fprintf('Fs = %3.1f Hz \n',Fs)
% print total data length in seconds
dataL_sec=(ticktimes_block1(length(ticktimes_block1))‐ticktimes_block1(1));
dataL_min=dataL_sec/60;
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fprintf('Data starts at %4.2f seconds. \n',ticktimes_block1(1));
fprintf('Data ends at %4.2f seconds. \n',ticktimes_block1(length(ticktimes_block1)));
fprintf('Total data length = %4.2f seconds (%3.1f minutes) \n',dataL_sec,dataL_min);
%% REQUEST USER INPUT AND SET DEFAULT VALUES
if strcmpi(plot_AI,'Y')==1; % subroutine to plot analysis intervals
fname_AI=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_AnalysisIntervals.mat',...
SubIdent,SubIdent);
load(fname_AI);
fprintf('\nLOADING C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_AnalysisIntervals.mat...\n',...
SubIdent,SubIdent);
[tstart]=[AI(1),AI(3),AI(5),AI(7)]; % analysis interval start times
tstartbuffer=30; % start analysis this many seconds before each interval
bin_time=10; % size in seconds of each time bin; must be a multiple of 10
bin_num=plotspan/bin_time; % total number of time bins
% DETERMINE NUMBER OF PLOTS TO PRODUCE
plotnum=4; % one plot for each analysis interval
% RUN MAIN FUNCTION
for i=1:plotnum
fprintf('\n\n>>>>>>>>>>>>> CREATING FIGURE PAGE %d OF %d <<<<<<<<<<<<<\n\n',...
i,floor(plotnum));
plot_t1=tstart(i)‐tstartbuffer;
plot_t2=plot_t1+plotspan;
% check for index exceeding matrix dimensions
finaltime=ticktimes_block1(length(ticktimes_block1));
if finaltime<plot_t2
plot_t2=floor(finaltime);
plot_t1=plot_t2‐plotspan;
end
plotdata_main(data_block1,ticktimes_block1,SubIdent,...
plot_t1,plot_t2,bin_time,bin_num,AI_flag,AI(2*i‐1),...
AI(2*i),AI_titles(1,2*i‐1));
end
else
tstart=input('\nENTER ANALYSIS START TIME (SECONDS): ');
if isempty(tstart)==1;
tstart=ticktimes_block1(1);
end
tstop=tstart+plotspan;
bin_time=10; % size in seconds of each time bin; must be a multiple of 10
bin_num=plotspan/bin_time; % total number of time bins
tend=input('ENTER ANALYSIS END TIME (SECONDS): ');
if isempty(tend)==1;
tend=ticktimes_block1(length(ticktimes_block1));
end
% DETERMINE NUMBER OF PLOTS TO PRODUCE
plotnum=(tend‐tstart)/plotspan;
% RUN MAIN FUNCTION
for i=1:plotnum
fprintf('\n\n>>>>>>>>>>>>> CREATING FIGURE PAGE %d OF %d <<<<<<<<<<<<<\n\n',...
i,floor(plotnum));
plot_t1=tstart+(i‐1)*plotspan;
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plot_t2=plot_t1+plotspan;
plotdata_main(data_block1,ticktimes_block1,SubIdent,...
plot_t1,plot_t2,bin_time,bin_num,AI_flag,{},{},'temp');
end
end
end
end % plotdata_SPWV.m function end
function plotdata_main(data_block1,ticktimes_block1,SubIdent,...
tstart,tstop,bin_time,bin_num,AI_flag,AI1,AI2,AItitle)
%% CALCULATE Ts AND Fs
Ts=ticktimes_block1(2)‐ticktimes_block1(1);
Fs=1/Ts;
%% CREATE TIME AND DATA VARIABLES
t=ticktimes_block1;
fld=data_block1(1,:); % forehead laser Doppler channel
resp=data_block1(2,:); % respiration belt transducer channel
t1=tstart*Fs+1;
t2=tstop*Fs+1;
%% START A NEW FIGURE
% load the inverse gray colormap and assign it to the variable 'mycmap'
load('InverseGrayColormap','mycmap');
masterh=figure( 'Position', [1000 50 900 1050],...
'Colormap',mycmap,...
'Color',[1 1 1]);
%% DETREND AND DOWNSAMPLE DATA
dsf=20; % define downsample factor (i.e. takes every nth point)
Fs_ds=Fs/dsf;
fld_n=normdata(fld); % normalize and detrend data
resp_n=normdata(resp);
fprintf('DATA HAS BEEN NORMALIZED AND DETRENDED.\n\n');
fld_n_ds=downsample(fld_n,dsf); % downsample normalized data
resp_n_ds=downsample(resp_n,dsf);
t_ds=downsample(t,dsf); % downsample time data
t1_ds=tstart*Fs_ds+1; % calculate new time points to match downsampled data
t2_ds=tstop*Fs_ds+1;
% print the new Fs of the downsampled data
fprintf('ALL DATA HAS BEEN DOWNSAMPLED FROM %3.1f Hz to %3.1f Hz.\n\n',Fs,Fs_ds);
fld_n_ds=fld_n_ds'; % transform matrix of data for use with Hilbert transform
resp_n_ds=resp_n_ds';
%% CREATE ALL TIME DOMAIN PLOTS OF NORMALIZED AND DETRENDED DATA
% create the forehead laser Doppler plot
axes1 = axes('Parent',masterh,...
'Position',[0.13 0.85 0.775 0.12]);
plot(t(t1:t2),fld(t1:t2),'Parent',axes1);
box(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
xlim([tstart tstop]); % set x‐axis limits
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% Check for y‐axis limits file
fname_ylim=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_ylim.mat',...
SubIdent,SubIdent);
if exist(fname_ylim,'file')==2;
load(fname_ylim);
fprintf('LOADING Y‐AXIS LIMITS FILE...\n');
ylim([ylim_fld(1) ylim_fld(2)]);
fprintf('NEW Y‐AXIS LIMITS SET FOR FOREHEAD LD: %1.4f to %1.4f Volts\n',...
ylim_fld(1),ylim_fld(2));
else
fprintf('Y‐AXIS LIMITS FILE NOT FOUND. USING AUTOSCALE.\n\n');
end
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Amplitude (V)');
ydl=ylim(); % y data limits
% plot analysis interval identifiers
if AI_flag==1
title(sprintf('\\bfFOREHEAD LASER DOPPLER (%s INTERVAL, %s\\_DATA)',...
AItitle{1},SubIdent));
p1 = patch([tstart AI1 AI1 tstart],[ydl(1) ydl(1) ydl(2) ydl(2)],'black');
set(p1,'FaceAlpha',0.05);
p2 = patch([AI2 tstop tstop AI2],[ydl(1) ydl(1) ydl(2) ydl(2)],'black');
set(p2,'FaceAlpha',0.05);
else
title(sprintf('\\bfFOREHEAD LASER DOPPLER (%s\\_DATA)',SubIdent));
end
% create the respiration plot
axes3 = axes('Parent',masterh,...
'Position',[0.13 0.36 0.775 0.12]);
box(axes3,'on');
hold(axes3,'all');
plot(t(t1:t2),resp(t1:t2),'Parent',axes3);
xlim([tstart tstop]); % set x‐axis limits
if exist(fname_ylim,'file')==2;
load(fname_ylim);
ylim([ylim_resp(1) ylim_resp(2)]);
fprintf('NEW Y‐AXIS LIMITS SET FOR RESPIRATION: %1.4f to %1.4f Volts\n\n',...
ylim_resp(1),ylim_resp(2));
end
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Respiration Transducer (V)');
ydl=ylim(); % y data limits
% plot analysis interval identifiers
if AI_flag==1
title(sprintf('\\bfRESPIRATION (%s INTERVAL, %s\\_DATA)',...
AItitle{1},SubIdent));
p1 = patch([tstart AI1 AI1 tstart],[ydl(1) ydl(1) ydl(2) ydl(2)],'black');
set(p1,'FaceAlpha',0.05);
p2 = patch([AI2 tstop tstop AI2],[ydl(1) ydl(1) ydl(2) ydl(2)],'black');
set(p2,'FaceAlpha',0.05);
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else
title(sprintf('\\bfRESPIRATION (%s\\_DATA)',SubIdent));
end
%% IMPLEMENT THE SMOOTHED PSEUDO WIGNER‐VILLE DISTRIBUTION
% create a TFS matrix of the forehead LD data
[xrow_fld,xcol_fld] = size(fld_n_ds(t1_ds:t2_ds));
xh_fld=hilbert(fld_n_ds(t1_ds:t2_ds)); % Hilbert transformed data
tv_fld=1:xrow_fld; % time vector
N_fld=xrow_fld;
hlength_fld=floor(N_fld/4);
hlength_fld=hlength_fld+1‐rem(hlength_fld,2);
glength_fld=floor(N_fld/10);
glength_fld=glength_fld+1‐rem(glength_fld,2);
g_fld = tftb_window(glength_fld);
h_fld = tftb_window(hlength_fld);
trace=1; % non‐zero value displays a progress bar for tfrspwv
% print the new Fs of the downsampled data
fprintf('CALCULATING THE FOREHEAD LASER DOPPLER TFR MATRIX...\n');
[TFR_fld,Tvector_fld,Fnorm_fld]=tfrspwv(xh_fld,tv_fld,N_fld,g_fld,h_fld,trace);
% create a TFS matrix of the respiratory data
[xrow_resp,xcol_resp] = size(resp_n_ds(t1_ds:t2_ds));
xh_resp=hilbert(resp_n_ds(t1_ds:t2_ds)); % Hilbert transformed data
tv_resp=1:xrow_resp; % time vector
N_resp=xrow_resp;
hlength_resp=floor(N_resp/4);
hlength_resp=hlength_resp+1‐rem(hlength_resp,2);
glength_resp=floor(N_resp/10);
glength_resp=glength_resp+1‐rem(glength_resp,2);
g_resp = tftb_window(glength_resp);
h_resp = tftb_window(hlength_resp);
trace=1; % non‐zero value displays a progress bar for tfrspwv
fprintf('CALCULATING THE RESPIRATORY TFR MATRIX...\n');
[TFR_resp,Tvector_resp,Fnorm_resp]=tfrspwv(xh_resp,tv_resp,N_resp,g_resp,h_resp,trace);
%% CREATE THE TFS PLOTS
% create the forehead LD TFS plot
axes2 = axes('Parent',masterh,...
'Position',[0.13 0.67 0.775 0.12],...
'Layer','top',...
'CLim',[0 150]);
box(axes2,'on');
hold(axes2,'all');
tplot=t_ds(t1_ds:t2_ds);
Fplot=Fnorm_fld*Fs_ds;
image(tplot,Fplot,TFR_fld,'Parent',axes2,'CDataMapping','scaled');
xlim([tstart tstop]); % set x‐axis (time in seconds) limits
ylim([0.05 0.5]); % set y‐axis (frequency in Hz) limits
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)');
colorbar('peer',axes2,...
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[0.920021186440678 0.67 0.03 0.12]);
ydl=ylim(); % y data limits
% plot analysis interval identifiers
if AI_flag==1
title(sprintf('\\bfFOREHEAD LASER DOPPLER TIME‐FREQUENCY SPECTRUM (SPWV, %s INTERVAL,
%s\\_DATA)',...
AItitle{1},SubIdent));
p1 = patch([tstart AI1 AI1 tstart],[ydl(1) ydl(1) ydl(2) ydl(2)],'black');
set(p1,'FaceAlpha',0.05);
p2 = patch([AI2 tstop tstop AI2],[ydl(1) ydl(1) ydl(2) ydl(2)],'black');
set(p2,'FaceAlpha',0.05);
else
title(sprintf('\\bfFOREHEAD LASER DOPPLER TIME‐FREQUENCY SPECTRUM (SPWV, %s\\_DATA)',...
SubIdent));
end
% create the respiratory TFS plot
axes4 = axes('Parent',masterh,...
'Position',[0.13 0.18 0.775 0.12],...
'Layer','top',...
'CLim',[0 150]);
box(axes4,'on');
hold(axes4,'all');
tplot=t_ds(t1_ds:t2_ds);
Fplot=Fnorm_resp*Fs_ds;
image(tplot,Fplot,TFR_resp,'Parent',axes4,'CDataMapping','scaled');
xlim([tstart tstop]); % set x‐axis (time in seconds) limits
ylim([0.05 .5]); % set y‐axis (frequency in Hz) limits
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)');
colorbar('peer',axes4,...
[0.920021186440678 0.18 0.03 0.12]);
ydl=ylim(); % y data limits
% plot analysis interval identifiers
if AI_flag==1
title(sprintf('\\bfRESPIRATION TIME‐FREQUENCY SPECTRUM (SPWV, %s INTERVAL, %s\\_DATA)',...
AItitle{1},SubIdent));
p1 = patch([tstart AI1 AI1 tstart],[ydl(1) ydl(1) ydl(2) ydl(2)],'black');
set(p1,'FaceAlpha',0.05);
p2 = patch([AI2 tstop tstop AI2],[ydl(1) ydl(1) ydl(2) ydl(2)],'black');
set(p2,'FaceAlpha',0.05);
else
title(sprintf('\\bfRESPIRATION TIME‐FREQUENCY SPECTRUM (SPWV, %s\\_DATA)',...
SubIdent));
end
%% CREATE BIN POWER TABLES
% create the forehead laser Doppler bin power table
[fld_tot_pow]=apwr(TFR_fld,bin_time,bin_num,Fs_ds,N_fld);
for Tidx=1:bin_num
colnames{Tidx}=sprintf('%d',Tidx);
end
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rownames=[ 'F3';
'F2';
'F1'];
pos=[84 550 735 76]; % set location and size of table
if bin_num==20;
CWidth=35;
fld_tot_pow_rnd=round(fld_tot_pow); % round to integer to fit in table
fld_tot_pow_table=fld_tot_pow_rnd; % set source of power figures to show
else if bin_num==10;
CWidth=70;
fld_tot_pow_table=fld_tot_pow; % set source of power figures to show
end
end
uitable('Parent',masterh,'Data', fld_tot_pow_table, ...
'ColumnName', colnames, ...
'RowName', rownames, ....
'Position', pos,...
'ColumnWidth', {CWidth});
box('on');
hold('all');
if AI_flag==1
annotation(masterh,'textbox',... % create textbox as title for table
[0.093 0.61 0.815555555555556 0.0209523809523808],'String',...
{sprintf('\\bfFOREHEAD LASER DOPPLER AVERAGE POWER PER 10 SEC BIN (SPWV, %s INTERVAL,
%s\\_DATA)',...
AItitle{1},SubIdent)},'FitBoxToText','off','HorizontalAlignment',...
'center','LineStyle','none');
else
annotation(masterh,'textbox',... % create textbox as title for table
[0.093 0.61 0.815555555555556 0.0209523809523808],'String',...
{sprintf('\\bfFOREHEAD LASER DOPPLER AVERAGE POWER PER 10 SEC BIN (SPWV, %s\\_DATA)',...
SubIdent)},'FitBoxToText','off','HorizontalAlignment',...
'center','LineStyle','none');
end
annotation(masterh,'textbox',... % create textbox as title for table
[0.093 0.596 0.815555555555556 0.0209523809523808],...
'String',{' [F1 = 0.05 ‐ 0.12 Hz, F2 = 0.12 ‐ 0.20 Hz, F3 = 0.20 ‐ 0.50 Hz]'},...
'FitBoxToText','off','HorizontalAlignment','center','LineStyle','none');
% create respiration bin power table
[resp_tot_pow]=apwr(TFR_resp,bin_time,bin_num,Fs_ds,N_fld);
for Tidx=1:bin_num
colnames{Tidx}=sprintf('%d',Tidx);
end
rownames=[ 'F3';
'F2';
'F1'];
pos=[84 38 735 76]; % set location and size of table
if bin_num==20;
CWidth=35;
resp_tot_pow_rnd=round(resp_tot_pow); % round to integer to fit in table
resp_tot_pow_table=resp_tot_pow_rnd; % set source of power figures to show
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else if bin_num==10;
CWidth=70;
resp_tot_pow_table=resp_tot_pow; % set source of power figures to show
end
end
uitable('Parent',masterh,'Data', resp_tot_pow_table, ...
'ColumnName', colnames, ...
'RowName', rownames, ....
'Position', pos,...
'ColumnWidth', {CWidth});
box('on');
hold('all');
% create textbox as title for table
if AI_flag==1
annotation(masterh,'textbox',... % create textbox as title for table
[0.093 0.12 0.815555555555556 0.0209523809523808],'String',...
{sprintf('\\bfRESPIRATION AVERAGE POWER PER 10 SEC BIN (SPWV, %s INTERVAL, %s\\_DATA)',...
AItitle{1},SubIdent)},'FitBoxToText','off','HorizontalAlignment',...
'center','LineStyle','none');
else
annotation(masterh,'textbox',... % create textbox as title for table
[0.093 0.12 0.815555555555556 0.0209523809523808],'String',...
{sprintf('\\bfRESPIRATION AVERAGE POWER PER 10 SEC BIN (SPWV, %s\\_DATA)',...
SubIdent)},'FitBoxToText','off','HorizontalAlignment',...
'center','LineStyle','none');
end
annotation(masterh,'textbox',... % create textbox as title for table
[0.093 0.106 0.815555555555556 0.0209523809523808],...
'String',{' [F1 = 0.05 ‐ 0.12 Hz, F2 = 0.12 ‐ 0.20 Hz, F3 = 0.20 ‐ 0.50 Hz]'},...
'FitBoxToText','off','HorizontalAlignment','center','LineStyle','none');
%% WRITE AVERAGE BIN POWER TO DATA FILE
fprintf('PRINTING AVERAGE BIN POWERS TO .TXT FILE...\n');
if AI_flag==1
fname_pwr=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_AvgBinPower_AnalysisIntervals_SPWV.
txt',...
SubIdent,SubIdent);
else
fname_pwr=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_AvgBinPower_SPWV.txt',...
SubIdent,SubIdent);
end
fid = fopen(fname_pwr,'a+');
fld_tot_pow=fld_tot_pow'; % transverse matrix to store F bins in columns
resp_tot_pow=resp_tot_pow';
bintime1=tstart:bin_time:tstop‐bin_time;
bintime2=tstart+bin_time:bin_time:tstop; % end of current bin
binpwr_fld = flipud(fld_tot_pow');
binpwr_resp = flipud(resp_tot_pow');
exportdata = [bintime1; bintime2; binpwr_fld; binpwr_resp];
if tstart == 0 || AI_flag==1; % if new data file, print column titles
fprintf(fid,'T1(sec)\tT2(sec)\tFLD‐F1\tFLD‐F2\tFLD‐F3\tRESP‐F1\tRESP‐F2\tRESP‐F3\n');
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end
fprintf(fid, '%d\t%d\t%.3f\t%.3f\t%.3f\t%.3f\t%.3f\t%.3f\n',exportdata);
fprintf('DATA FILE SAVED AS: %s\n\n',fname_pwr);
fclose('all');
%% print figure to .png graphics file
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
fprintf('PRINTING FIGURE TO .PNG FILE...\n');
if AI_flag==1
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_Figure_%s_SPWV.png',...
SubIdent,SubIdent,AItitle{1});
else
fname_fig=sprintf('C:\\Users\\romberg\\Desktop\\%s_data\\%s_Figure_%d‐%dsec_SPWV.png',...
SubIdent,SubIdent,tstart,tstop);
end
print('‐dpng', '‐r600',fname_fig); % png format; ‐r denotes resolution
fprintf('FIGURE SAVED AS: %s.\n\n',fname_fig);
close all;
end % plotdata_main function end
function tot_pow=apwr(TFR,bin_time,bin_num,Fs_ds,N)
%% Find the average power in a TFR matrix for 3 frequency ranges
% set the frequency vector corresponding to the output from tfrspwv
% F1 = 0.05 ‐ 0.12 Hz, F2 = 0.12 ‐ 0.20 Hz, F3 = 0.20 ‐ 0.50 Hz
ff=Fs_ds/2/N:Fs_ds/2/N:Fs_ds/2;
% Fs_ds/2 is the maximum frequency from the TFR
% N is the number of frequency indices
f_find=[0.20 0.50;0.12 0.20;0.05 0.12]; % frequency ranges of interest
tot_pow=zeros(3,bin_num); % initializing the matrix with zeros
for n=1:3 % cycle through the 3 frequency ranges
% find index corresponding to the lowest frequency in the current range
k1=find(ff>f_find(n,1),1,'first');
% find index corresponing to the highest frequency in the current range
k2=find(ff<f_find(n,2),1,'last');
for m=1:bin_num % cycle through each of the time bins
tcurr1=(m‐1)*bin_time*Fs_ds+1; % current starting time
tcurr2=m*bin_time*Fs_ds; % current ending time
% find max amplitude in frequency range at each time point
% frequencies are columns, time are rows
max_pow_curr=max(TFR(k1:k2,tcurr1:tcurr2));
% average the power over that 10 sec window
tot_pow(n,m)=mean(max_pow_curr); %
end
end
end % apwr function end
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Further understanding of autoregulatory mechanisms and processes, at the level of both the
vasculature and the heart, is needed to better elucidate their roles in cardiovascular disease and
stroke. Applying recent advances in communication signals analysis and processing techniques
towards the identification and delineation of biologic signatures of autoregulatory mechanisms
and processes may provide greater insight into the pathophysiology of a myriad of cardiovascular
disorders. Cerebral autoregulation, for example, may be partly or completely lost after
subarachnoid hemorrhage or stroke. Furthermore, defects in autoregulation may play an
important role in patients with significant disease of the cerebral arteries (e.g. atherosclerosis,
diabetes).
Silverman et al. (mentor and colleagues for this project) has developed healthy volunteer
models (phenylephrine and atropine infusion, mental stress, lower body negative pressure, blood
withdrawal/reinfusion) to induce the autoregulatory responses to be studied. Advanced
comparative analysis of cardiac and noninvasive vascular signals in both healthy and diseased
individuals (obtained from continuous noninvasive manometric and flow monitoring) may be
utilized to more effectively define the “normal” spectral-domain characteristics of these
waveforms, which can subsequently be used to identify signatures of different disorders.
5.1

SPECIFIC AIM #1
Specific Aim #1: Identify a superior spectral analysis method for the identification of

COCmicvasc activity and assess the effectiveness of the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT), smoothed
pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (SPWV) and the variable-frequency complex demodulation
(VFCDM) to obtain instantaneous time and frequency information from a non-linear, nonstationary time-domain signal.
The comparison of a known signal, such as the cross chirp test signal shown in the following
figure, allows for the direct comparison of TFR results between different analysis techniques. In
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looking at the summary plot shown in next figure, a cross chirp signal without any added noise,
all of the three methods of analysis show useful and meaningful results. The SPWV-derived TFR
clearly shows the original signal but also dispersion due to cross-term artifact and edge effect is
apparent. Its resolution, as determined by the line width of each section of the cross, is noticeably
wider than the other methods but is very consistent, unlike the HHT plot. The HHT-derived TFR
shows the cross-shaped spectrum but with additional artifact in the lower frequency ranges but
overall has slightly better resolution than SPWV. The VFCDM-derived TFR shows the highest
resolution of all the methods but contains breaks in the data segments due to LPF edge effect.

Figure 5.1: Cross chirp analysis summary plot
The next figure shows the summary plot for the analysis of a cross chirp signal with +10 dB
of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The SPWV plot shows a significant amount of
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dispersion due to cross-term artifact. The HHT plot now has additional low and mid-frequency
components that begin to camouflage the original cross-shaped signal. Unlike the other methods,
the VFCDM plot remains a higher resolution approach with only a minor amount of artifact and
edge effect.

Figure 5.2: Cross chirp + 10 dB AWGN analysis summary plot
The following figure shows a diverging cross chirp (without AWGN) test signal used to
compare the spectral analysis results of SPWV, HHT, and VFCDM.
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Figure 5.3: Diverging chirp analysis summary plot
The above figure shows that all three methods provide useful information. However, there
are significant cross-term artifacts in the SPWV plot that hinder accurate signal identification.
The VFCDM plot shows a reduced ability to separate the two chirp signals starting at
approximately 0.1 Hz and also has some additional artifact in the low and mid-frequency range.
The HHT plot, however, shows the best overall performance given this clean (i.e. no noise) lowfrequency test signal.
Now consider the next summary figure that shows the same test signal but with +10 dB
AWGN. The SPWV plot has a substantially increased amount of artifact due to cross-terms that
would limit its use. Whereas the HHT method performed well in the above figure, it now shows
the worst performance of the three methods. HHT fails to show a clear diverging chirp spectrum
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because the HHT method is especially sensitive to noise. The VFCDM method, however, appears
nearly identical to the above figure and now shows the best performance given this test signal
with AWGN.

Figure 5.4: Cross chirp + 10 dB AWGN analysis summary plot
In summary, given a clean, low-frequency signal, the HHT method provides superior
performance as compared to the HHT and VFCDM methods. However, given a noisy signal, the
above plot clearly shows that the VFCDM method, under the previously described circumstances,
provides superior results and may provide up to approximately 0.05 Hz resolution. From a
practical standpoint, it is also noteworthy to mention that the use of the SPWV has been
extremely useful in identifying areas of data that warrant further analysis. This is due to the
ability to implement this technique with little effort or manipulation of analysis parameters to
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obtain useful results. In other words, although the SPWV method is less superior in terms of
resolution and degree of artifact present, it provides very consistent results as compared to the
HHT and VFCDM methods, which required additional efforts to determine the appropriate
analysis parameters. Ultimately, I have found the initial use of the SPWV method to be most
useful in sifting through large amounts of raw data and the use of the VFCDM method most
useful for the final analysis of particular subsets of data identified to be of interest by the SPWV
method. In any case, the HHT method was found to be less useful due to its performance
degradation when handling noisy data sets.
Utilizing the VFCDM technique to analyze forehead laser Doppler data offers greater insight
into the identification and understanding of cerebral autoregulatory mechanisms than using other
available methods. Of note, this method has also been utilized to estimate respiratory rate from
photoplethysmogram data (45), and to detect 900ml blood loss by amplitude modulation analysis
of a photoplethysmographic waveform (Scully, C.G., Selvaraj, N., Romberg, F.W., Wardhan, R.,
Ryan, J., et al. 2012. Detection of 900ml blood withdrawal by amplitude modulation analysis of
the photoplethysmographic waveform. Anesthesia & Analgesia. In press.).
5.2

SPECIFIC AIM #2
Specific Aim #2: Determine if changes in forehead microcirculation as monitored by

noninvasive laser Doppler flowmetry may provide a reliable indication of the adequacy of
cerebral blood flow during progressive simulated hypovolemia.
Summary values are expressed as mean +/-SD. Paired analyses of the changes in mean flow
between BASE and the lowest LBNP before light-headedness (PRESYMPT) phases and between
PRESYMPT and onset of light-headedness (SYMPT) were performed with paired t-test. Subjects
became lightheaded between -60 and -100 mmHg LBNP. As shown in the following figure,
finger flow decreased by 52.2 +/- 12.3% between BASE and PRESYMPT.
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Figure 5.5: LD-derived finger blood flow
In contrast, the next figures shows that forehead flow remained within 9.5 +/- 53.1% of
BASE (p=0.03 for change in forehead vs. finger).

Figure 5.6: LD-derived forehead blood flow
The maintenance of forehead flow was associated with oscillatory activity consistent with
what has been referred to as cholinergic oscillatory control of the microvasculature, which
contributed to the high the standard deviation. At SYMPT, finger flow decreased by 57.4 +/19.8% (p=0.048) and forehead flow decreased by 37.2 +/-14.0% (p=0.048) from PRESYMPT, at
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which point the forehead oscillatory pattern was lost. Both sites increased promptly upon release
of LBNP.
Assessment of cerebral blood flow (CBF) is confounded by limitations of available
monitoring. Within a wide range of systemic blood pressure (BP), autoregulation of CBF
precludes the use of BP as an indicator of CBF. Direct measurement of CBF requires invasive
monitoring and is limited to extreme medical conditions. Transcranial Doppler ultrasound
measures flow velocity in a major cerebral artery, but does not necessarily reflect perfusion at the
microvascular level, where metabolic and autonomic processes influence CBF. The present study
was undertaken to determine if assessment of microvascular flow at the forehead, a region
supplied by branches of the carotid artery, with autonomic innervation comparable to that of other
cranial vessels, provides a reliable indication of the adequacy of CBF during progressive
simulated hypovolemia.
Laser Doppler flowmetry of the forehead microvasculature during simulated hypovolemia
indicated that forehead blood flow is maintained until the onset of light-headedness.
Autoregulatory processes appear to maintain perfusion of the forehead microvasculature at near
BASE levels during progressive LBNP until there is an abrupt decrease in perfusion. This change
is associated with abrupt onset of lightheadedness, indicating that changes in forehead
microcirculation may be a marker of CBF in this context.
5.3

SPECIFIC AIM #3
Specific Aim #3: Identify changes in forehead microvascular activity due to parasympathetic

activity associated with the onset of mental status changes and show a lack of coherence with
potential confounding variables.
5.3.1

Initial Identification of COCmicvasc Activity

An example of preliminary data generated using the HHT-DPS is shown in the following
figure. The aforementioned autonomic activity is clearly visible in the 0.12 - .20 Hz range and
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was correlated with changes in levels of consciousness (lightheadedness). Data were collected
using the LBNP baseline protocol.

Figure 5.7: Initial identification of COCmicvasc activity (HHT-DPS-derived)
The top portion of the above figure is a time-domain plot of 148.495 seconds of data
obtained from channel 8 (forehead laser Doppler) of a particular LBNP measurement set where
time zero corresponds to 1601.5 seconds of the original data. The bottom portion of the above
figure shows a TFR plot of the corresponding data which reveals .12-.20 Hz signal power, the
postulated COCmicvasc activity, appearing and disappearing at approximately 30 sec and 110 sec,
respectively. These timestamps are closely associated with changes in levels of consciousness in
the form of lightheadedness as reported by the subject. This was the first graph to be produced
that identifies COCmicvasc activity associated with the onset of lightheadedness and suggests a
strong correlation between forehead microvascular and cerebral blood flow, which, if true, would
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have significant applications for noninvasive monitoring of cerebral blood flow. The presented
results also support a key component of the hypothesis that cholinergic activity is responsible for
increased variability of forehead microvascular oscillatory activity as seen in the presence of a
vasoconstrictive stimulus.
The following discussion (of the above plot) is also applicable to many of the plots to follow
in this section. The plot shown above is indicative of the physical processes of autoregulation
acting on the body as application of progressive lower body negative pressure results in the
decrease of blood flow throughout the body. A decline in the trough of laser Doppler oscillations
is seen. More dramatic is the increase in the overall size of the oscillations, which appear to be
occurring at a frequency of approximately 9 times per minute. Note how not only the mean flow
tends to oscillate, but also the size of each pulsation seems to vary; they are small at the trough
and large at the peak. This is the COCmicvasc that has been previously described in response to
phenylephrine. It also possibly represents a cholinergically mediaated parasympathetic response
that maintains blood flow to this region in the presence of potential ischemia. At this time of
LBNP exposure, the transcranial Doppler blood flow and the plethysmographic blood volume is
anticipated to be decreasing as well. The maintenance of a near-normal mean flow in the laser
Doppler at the level of the microcirculation indicates that the regulation that is responsible for
maintenance of such flow is at the level of the microcirculation. It is anticipated that rhythmic
release of acetylcholine causes rhythmic inhibition of the smooth muscle at the precapillary
sphincter, which is why an increase in the mean blood flow as well as an increase in the size of
each pulsation is seen, even though the overall blood flowing into this region is decreased (since
it is decreased throughout the body and in the transcranial Doppler and plethysmograph).
The lower portion of the above figure shows continuous Hilbert-Huang delineation of the
most powerful frequencies. Time is on the x-axis. Frequency of oscillatory activity is on the yaxis. The intensity of each data point represents the relative power of the signal at the point. Note
the increase in intensity that coincides with the increase in oscillations of the raw laser Doppler
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tracing in the upper portion of the figure. This is occurring at approximately 0.15 Hz and
consistent with the parasympathetic band and with the band between 0.12 Hz and 0.18 Hz that
has been described by Silverman and Stout as constituting that of COCmicvasc activity. Also
visualized is signal power at approximately 1 Hz, which is indicative of heart rate. Interestingly,
within the 1-2 Hz band, there appear to be interspersed periods of line darkening suggestive of
more power. It is possible that these are the periodic peaks of the tracing of the oscillations which
are reflective of the increased systolic to diastolic difference at these points, especially since this
is the time of greatest compliance. If the peaks at each beat were plotted (or perhaps the peak
minus trough, systolic minus diastolic, difference), oscillatory activity in the peak or systolicdiastolic tracings at 0.15 Hz might be visualized.
It is further anticipated that the decline in laser Doppler flow seen in the upper tracing will
herald the onset of symptoms in our subject. The ultimate test of the adequacy of cerebral
perfusion is mental status and it is therefore believed that this decline in laser Doppler flow is
indeed indicative of a decline in cerebral blood flow. Note that this decline appears to be
preceded by a loss of the ability of the oscillations to be maintained and to maintain flow.
However, it appears that the oscillations actually tend to decrease even before the trough starts to
decrease precipitously. This indicates that the loss of this autoregulatory process may be
contributing to the eventual decline in blood flow and the onset of symptoms. It is as if COCmicvasc
has been exhausted and can no longer maintain the flow. Or, perhaps, blood flow throughout the
body is so decreased that it can no longer even selectively maintain blood flow to the brain.
The close relationship of the forehead vasculature to that of the brain (i.e., part of the
forehead is fed by a branch of the internal carotid artery, and the remainder from the external
carotid artery) suggests that the autoregulatory process that we are seeing in the forehead may be
indeed responsible for autoregulation of the brain and other vital organs. This clearly is supported
by the association of the change in forehead blood flow with those of mental status.
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Further studies using the discussed analysis approach to analyze how changes in flow from
different locations (forehead, finger, ear) and measurement methods (laser Doppler, transcranial
Doppler, plethysmograph) all correlate with one another would provide additional insight into
autoregulatory mechanisms. The analysis techniques used throughout this thesis may also be
applied to prior findings of Dr. Silverman, et al., including the findings associated with the
nicotine patch studies as well as the phenylephrine bolus wherein the change occurs rapidly.
5.3.2

LBNP Fast Protocol Data Analysis

The following table shows subjects B through G of the LBNP Fast Protocol, all of which
reported lightheadedness +/- nausea. The analysis intervals shown were chosen so as to make
direct comparisons with results in the thesis by Kathleen Samuels, which focused on the analysis
of transcranial Doppler data.
ANALYSIS INTERVALS (SEC)
SUBJECT
IDENTIFIER BASELINE PRESYMPT SYMPT
POST
B
990 1020 2299 2329 2333 2363 2535
C
244 284 874
914
914 954 1250
D
960 1000 2140 2180 2200 2240 2505
E
360 400 761
801
805 835 1050
F
1385 1415 1735 1765 1767 1797 2230
G
2015 2045 2470 2500 2525 2555 2830
Table 5.1: Analysis intervals for LBNP fast protocol data

2565
1290
2545
1090
2260
2860

The following 24 figures show the analyses for the forehead LD and respiratory data for
each of the six subjects above. Four figures are produced for each subject; each showing data
from the corresponding analysis interval in the above table. The shaded portions of each subplot
show data before and after each of the corresponding analysis intervals, respectively. Each figure
also shows corresponding tables of average signal power in 10 second bins for F1 (0.05 – 0.12
Hz), F2 (0.12 – 0.20 Hz), and F3 (0.20 – 0.50 Hz).
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Figure 5.8: Subject B – BASELINE analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.9: Subject B – PRESYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.10: Subject B – SYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.11: Subject B – POST analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.12: Subject C – BASELINE analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.13: Subject C – PRESYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.14: Subject C – SYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.15: Subject C – POST analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.16: Subject D – BASELINE analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.17: Subject D – PRESYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.18: Subject D – SYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.19: Subject D – POST analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.20: Subject E – BASELINE analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.21: Subject E – PRESYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.22: Subject E – SYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.23: Subject E – POST analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.24: Subject F – BASELINE analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.25: Subject F – PRESYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.26: Subject F – SYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.27: Subject F – POST analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.28: Subject G – BASELINE analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.29: Subject G – PRESYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.30: Subject G – SYMPT analysis interval summary
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Figure 5.31: Subject G – POST analysis interval summary
The power tables shown in the above figures allow the identification of power at individual
frequency bins and can be combined to identify the total average power in the low frequency
(F1), intermediate frequency (F2), and high frequency (F3) bands. The total average power of F1,
F2 and F3 are used for comparison and coherence analysis as shown in the following figures.
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Figure 5.32: Subject B – forehead LD power (F1, F2, F3)

Figure 5.33: Subject B – respiratory verses forehead LD power (F2)
Note that the following figure for Subject B shows that for most data points, RESP-F3 power
is greater than RESP-F2 power. This suggests that the respiratory’s predominant impact on stroke
volume originates from the F3 frequency band (> 0.2 Hz) and is therefore independent of
COCmicvasc activity (F2 frequency band).
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Figure 5.34: Subject B – respiratory power (F1, F2, F3)

Figure 5.35: Subject C – forehead LD power (F1, F2, F3)
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Figure 5.36: Subject C – respiratory verses forehead LD power (F2)

Figure 5.37: Subject D – forehead LD power (F1, F2, F3)
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Figure 5.38: Subject D – respiratory verses forehead LD power (F2)
Note that the following figure for Subject D shows that for most data points, RESP-F3
power is greater than RESP-F2 power. This suggests that the respiratory’s predominant impact on
stroke volume originates from the F3 frequency band (> 0.2 Hz) and is therefore independent of
COCmicvasc activity (F2 frequency band). In fact, during SYMPT when RESP-F2 power was
highest, FLD-2 power was lowest.

Figure 5.39: Subject D – respiratory power (F1, F2, F3)
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Figure 5.40: Subject E – forehead LD power (F1, F2, F3)

Figure 5.41: Subject E – respiratory verses forehead LD power (F2)
Note that the following figure for Subject E shows that for most data points, RESP-F3 power
is greater than RESP-F2 power. This suggests that the respiratory’s predominant impact on stroke
volume originates from the F3 frequency band (> 0.2 Hz) and is therefore independent of
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COCmicvasc activity (F2 frequency band). In fact, during SYMPT when RESP-F2 power was
highest, FLD-2 power was lowest.

Figure 5.42: Subject E – respiratory power (F1, F2, F3)

Figure 5.43: Subject F – forehead LD power (F1, F2, F3)
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Figure 5.44: Subject F – forehead LD verses respiratory power (F2)

Figure 5.45: Subject G – forehead LD power (F1, F2, F3)
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Figure 5.46: Subject G – respiratory verses forehead LD power (F2)
The following figure shows a summary of forehead LD normalized mean power values.

Figure 5.47: Summary – forehead LD normalized mean power
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The above graphs serve to identify COCmicvasc signal power in the forehead and can
distinguish it from respiration signal power. This clarification is important since it is possible that
the mechanical effects of respiration or other variables that affect stroke volume could induce
oscillation changes in the forehead through passive transmission. Also, this would be unlikely if
such changes were not seen in other areas. The above graphs provide evidence that the observed
COCmicvasc activity is due to a locally induced autoregulatory mechanism in the forehead that is
unrelated to passive transmission of the mechanical effects of respiration. Also, given the
correlation between changes in mental status (i.e. light-headedness) and forehead COCmicvasc
activity, the autoregulatory mechanisms of the forehead microvasculature and the intracranial
microvasculature are shown to have similar mechanisms of action.
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APPENDIX: MICROVASCULAR OSCILLATORY VISUALIZATION
AND ANALYSIS TOOL (MOVAT)

% MOVAT Microvascular Oscillatory Visualization and Analysis Tool
%
% Import time domain signals acquired using ADInstruments LabChart and
% produce high‐resolution time‐frequency representations for visual
% delineation of microvascular activity in the sympathetic and
% parasympathetic frequency ranges.
%
% PURELY PARASYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY (0.15‐0.20 Hz): eliminated by
% atropine but not by propranolol; peak amplitude closely corresponds
% to respiratory rate and shifts with changes in respiratory rate
%
% PARASYMPATHETIC AND SYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY (0.07‐0.15 Hz): markedly
% affected by the baroreceptor system
%
% RELATIVELY MORE SYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY (0.02‐0.07 Hz): atropine has
% relatively little effect; modulated by such factors as
% thermoregulation and the renin‐angiotensin system
%
% ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ CONFIDENTIAL PROGRAM ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
% This program cannot be used without the authorization of its author.
%
% Frederick Romberg
% romberg@alumni.caltech.edu
%
% Version 0.1, January 15, 2010
% Copyright (c) 2010 by Frederick W. Romberg
%{
MODIFICATIONS CURRENTLY BEING IMPLEMENTED
add vfcdm and option to set parameters
add option to plot raw or processed (normalized and/or downsampled) data
add input checks to ensure plotsize is entered in integer only values!
add check for Ymax > Ymin and also check about Ymax<(2*Fs)
allow user to set TFP options and show this under ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
add additional Program Mode to set misc program options
fix error received when entering more than one letter/number for analysis parameter
ADDITIONAL MODIFICATIONS TO BE IMPLEMENTED
*extend data to N power of 2 to increase speed
*option to save figures produced
*allow user to open new .mat file
*consider analyzing all data and then split into segments for plotting
*specify a XX% larger window for analysis so as not to display edge effects
*add specific layout dimensions for subplots to allow use of entire page
*add option to save parameter and figure data to an external file
*add option to save each figure as a pdf
*add estimation of time for program execution
*add active execution marker or incremental feedback notices
*set limits and warnings on number of subs per page based on page orientation
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*summary is currently limited to printing data about data_block1 only!!
*format y‐axis tick values to have same number of digits
*add Load New File option ‐ LOADF function
%}
%% LIST OF LABCHART DEFINED VARIABLES
%{
where "%d" is an integer starting at 1,
DATA_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐‐‐‐> data matrix
TICKTIMES_BLOCK%d ‐> time vector (in seconds) of when each sample in the
data matrix was recorded
TITLES_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐‐> titles matrix containing the title of each channel
INDEX_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐‐‐> vector of channel numbers containing a lookup table for
mapping LabChart channel numbers to their corresponding
row index in the data matrix (an entry of zero indicates
the channel was not included in the data matrix)
SCALE_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐‐‐> scale matrix that contains scale and offset values; for
32‐bit floating point: scale value is 1; offset value is 0
FUTURE: accept only if in 32‐bit floating point format
UNITS_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐‐‐> units vector containing the unit names for each channel
e.g. V, Hz, °C
RANGE_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐‐‐> range vector containing the min and max data values
possible for each channel
COMTEXT_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐> text matrix of comments
COMTICK_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐> time vector of when (in sec) each comment was recorded
COMCHAN_BLOCK%d ‐‐‐> vector mapping each comment to its corresponding channel;
value of ‐1 indicates the comment applies to all channels
%}
%% LIST OF MOVAT PROGRAM VARIABLES
%{
chantitle ‐‐‐‐> original channel titles matrix
chantitle_p ‐‐> channel titles to be processed (i.e. analyzed)
cstring ‐‐‐‐‐‐> character string of all channel numbers
cstring_p ‐‐‐‐> character string of selected channel numbers to be processed
cstring_p_num‐> number string of selected channel numbers to be procesed
Fs ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> sampling frequency of the original data
Fs_p ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> sampling frequency of the processed data (i.e. downsampled)
numchan ‐‐‐‐‐‐> total number of original data channels
numchan_p ‐‐‐‐> total number of selected data channels to be processed
t ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> original time vector
t_p ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> modified time vector to be processed
u ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> original units matrix
u_p ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> modifed units vector to be processed
y ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> original data matrix
y_chan ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> data matrix with selected channels (used for all time plots) %FIX
y_p ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐> fully processed data (downsampled and/or normalized)
%}
%% START OF MAIN FUNCTION
function movat(fname)
version='0.11 DRAFT';
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versiondate='February 8, 2012';
%{
VERSION AND MODIFICATIONS HISTORY
V0.10 DRAFT (January 15, 2010): original code
V0.11 DRAFT (February 8, 2012): publishing touchups ‐ no major
modifications
%}
copyright='Copyright (c) 2010 by Frederick W. Romberg';
clc %clear console
%% CHECK DATE OF EXPIRATION
datenow=date;
dateexpiration=('15‐Jul‐2012');
if datenum(datenow)>datenum(dateexpiration)
fprintf('This program has passed its expiration date.\n')
fprintf('Please contact Frederick Romberg for an updated version.\n')
fprintf('romberg@alumni.caltech.edu\n\n')
fprintf('Program Terminated.\n\n')
return
end
%% LOAD .MAT FILE
pathname='';
if(nargin == 0)
[fname, pathname] = uigetfile('test.mat', 'Select a MAT‐file');
end
if fname==0,
return
end
load([pathname fname])
%% CHECK FOR PRESENCE OF REQUIRED LABCHART VARIABLES IN .MAT FILE
data_check=exist('data_block1','var'); %data matrix
time_check=exist('ticktimes_block1','var'); %time vector
title_check=exist('titles_block1','var'); %titles matrix
index_check=exist('index_block1','var'); %index of channel numbers
scale_check=exist('scale_block1','var'); %scale matrix
units_check=exist('units_block1','var'); %units vector
range_check=exist('range_block1','var'); %range matrix
comments_check=exist('comtext_block1','var'); %text matrix of comments
comtime_check=exist('comtick_block1','var'); %comments time vector
comchannel_check=exist('comchan_block1','var'); %comments channel vector
%% CHECK FOR NORMAL SCALE FACTOR
if scale_check==1
size_scale=size(scale_block1);
for i=1:size_scale(1)
if scale_block1(i,1)~=1
fprintf('\nERROR: SCALE_BLOCK1 IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THIS PROGRAM\nDATA MUST NOT BE
SCALED\nPROGRAM TERMINATED\n')
end
if scale_block1(i,2)~=0
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fprintf('\nERROR: SCALE_BLOCK1 IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THIS PROGRAM\nDATA MUST NOT BE
SCALED\nPROGRAM TERMINATED\n')
end
end
end
%% SET INITIAL ANALYSIS PARAMETERS AND DEFAULT VALUES
tol=0.00001; % used in if statements to compare two values in lieu of ==
plotsize_default=100;
plotsize=plotsize_default; % x‐axis span (in seconds)
dsf_default=200;
dsf=dsf_default; %default downsample factor
Ymin_default=0.0;
Ymin=Ymin_default; %y‐axis minimum frequency to plot
Ymax_default=0.3;
Ymax=Ymax_default; %x‐axis maximum frequency to plot
chantitle_length=24;
%% CHECK FOR OPTIONS FILE
%{
if exist('options.mat'),
load options
colormap(SavedColorMap);
else
threshold=5.0; % visualization threshold
linlogtfr=0; % tfr visualization scale : 0 for linear 1 for logarithmic
linlogspec=1; % spectrum visualization scale
sigenveloppe=0; % signal enveloppe visualization
levelnumb=64; % number of levels in the contour plot
colmap=1;
% colormap index
display=2; % display index
isgridsig=0; % grid on signal
isgridspec=0; % grid on spectrum
isgridtfr=0; % grid on tfr
issig=0;
% display signal
isspec=0;
% display spectrum
iscolorbar=0; % display colorbar
fs=1.0;
% sampling frequency (Hz)
fmin=0.0;
% smallest displayed frequency
fmax=0.5*fs; % highest displayed frequency
end;
%}
%% DEFINE TIME‐FREQUENCY PROCESSING OPTIONS
TFP_options=({'1' 'Variable Frequency Complex Demodulation' 'VFCDM';...
'2' 'Smoothed Pseudo Wigner‐Ville Distribution' 'SPWV';...
'3' 'Hilbert‐Huang Transform' 'HHT';...
'4' 'none' 'time‐only plots will also be selected'});
%TEMP ‐ UPDATE DEFAULT TFP ONCE OPTION 1 IS IMPLEMENTED
TFP_default=TFP_options(2,:);
TFP=TFP_default;
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%% DEFINE PLOT TYPE OPTIONS
plottype_options=({'1' 'Time + Time‐Frequency Representation' 'Time+TFR';...
'2' 'Time Only' 'Time'});
plottype_default=plottype_options(1,:);
plottype=plottype_default;
%% DEFINE NORMALIZING OPTIONS
normalize_options=({'1' 'zero‐mean/linear detrend/unit variance';...
'2' 'zero‐mean/unit variance';...
'3' 'none'});
normalize_default=normalize_options(2,:);
normalize=normalize_default;
%% ASSIGN EACH DATA VECTOR/MATRIX TO A STRING NAME AND DECLARE ASSOCIATED PROCESSING
VARIABLES
block=1; %initial data block number
datablock=sprintf('data_block%d',block);
y=eval(datablock);
y_p=downsample(y',dsf)'; %initialize to Y with default DSF
ticks=sprintf('ticktimes_block%d',block);
t=eval(ticks);
t_p=(downsample(t',dsf))';
index=sprintf('index_block%d',block);
ind=eval(index);
titles=sprintf('titles_block%d',block);
chantitle=eval(titles);
scale=sprintf('scale_block%d',block);
if units_check==1;
units=sprintf('units_block%d',block);
u=eval(units);
end
range=sprintf('range_block%d',block);
comments=sprintf('comchan_block%d',block);
%% DEFINE ANALYSIS TIME INTERVAL
dseg_start=t(1); %initial analysis start time
dseg_stop=t(length(t));%initial analysis stop time
dseg_start_p=dseg_start; %initial analysis start time
dseg_stop_p=dseg_stop;%initial analysis stop time
%% EVALUATE AND APPLY ADDITIONAL ALIAS VARIABLE NAMES
[Ts,Fs]=calcsr(t);
[Fs_p,subplotnum,count,count_p,fignum]=reeval(Fs,dsf,y,y_p,plottype,plottype_options,plotsize,tol,t_p);
[indices,cstring,numchan]=chaneval(ind);
cstring_p=cstring; %set initial value
numchan_p=numchan; %set intial value
y_chan=y;
u_p=u;
% determine time length of data
dataL=(t(length(t))‐t(1)); %seconds of data recorded in each channel
chantitle_p=chantitle;
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%% PRINT MAIN INTERFACE TO CONSOLE
ap='0'; %initialize analysis parameter option to zero
apa='0'; %intialize analysis parameter action to zero (no action taken)
rmessage_flag=0;
inputerror_flag=0;
restart_flag=0;
while ap~='E' && ap~='e'
while ap~='A' && ap~='a' % specify option to continue to analysis
clc
ptitle(copyright,version,versiondate)
pwarning(title_check,scale_check,units_check,range_check,comments_check,comtime_check,comchanne
l_check)
perror(data_check,time_check,index_check)
%FIX data_block1 used below
dataprop(fname,Fs,dataL,dseg_start,dseg_stop,data_block1,numchan,indices,chantitle,chantitle_length)
panalysispara(TFP,TFP_options,plottype,cstring,cstring_p,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,plotsize,Ymin,Ymax,d
sf,normalize,plottype_options,fignum,Fs_p);
psummary(numchan_p,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,dataL,Fs,Fs_p,normalize,plotsize,Ymin,Ymax,fignum,TF
P,TFP_options,dsf);
fprintf('\n%s',upper(datestr(now)));
if rmessage_flag==1 && inputerror_flag==0
fprintf('\n%s\n',rmessage{1});
rmessage_flag=0;
end
if rmessage_flag==2 && inputerror_flag==0
fprintf('\n%s\n',rmessage{2});
rmessage_flag=0;
end
if restart_flag==1 && inputerror_flag==0
fprintf('\nANALYSIS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED\n‐‐> %.f FIGURE(S) CONTAINING %.f SUBPLOT(S)
EACH WERE PRODUCED\n',fignum,subplotnum);
restart_flag=0;
%
ap='0';
end
if inputerror_flag==1;
fprintf('\n%s\n',rmessage_inputerror);
inputerror_flag=0;
end;
ap=input('\nEnter an analysis parameter item to continue <A>: ','s');
if isempty(ap); ap='A'; end;
[ap,apa,cmessage,pmessage,pmessage2,rmessage,rmessage_inputerror,rmessage_flag]=evalui(ap);
%evaluate user input
while (ap~='0' && ap~='A' && ap~='a') %additional action or input required
clc
ptitle(copyright,version,versiondate)
pwarning(title_check,scale_check,units_check,range_check,comments_check,comtime_check,comchanne
l_check)
perror(data_check,time_check,index_check)
pdataprop(fname,Fs,dataL,dseg_start,dseg_stop,data_block1,numchan,indices,chantitle,chantitle_length)
panalysispara(TFP,TFP_options,plottype,cstring,cstring_p,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,plotsize,Ymin,Ymax,d
sf,normalize,plottype_options,fignum,Fs_p);
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psummary(numchan_p,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,dataL,Fs,Fs_p,normalize,plotsize,Ymin,Ymax,fignum,TF
P,TFP_options,dsf);
fprintf('\n%s\n',upper(datestr(now)));
if (apa=='0') %no action or input required
fprintf('%s\n\n',pmessage);
ap=input('Enter an analysis parameter item to continue <A>: ','s');
if isempty(ap); ap='A'; end;
[ap,apa,cmessage,pmessage,pmessage2,rmessage,rmessage_inputerror,rmessage_flag]=evalui(ap);
%evaluate user input
elseif (apa~=0) %action or input required
%FIX add "none" as option for TFP and auto choose PlotType=TimeOnly
%FIX autochoose plotype as "none" if PlotType=TimeOnly is choosen
if apa=='T' || ap=='t'
%FIX add arrow pointing to current option (and do for all menu lists below)
fprintf(cmessage,TFP{1},TFP{3}); %print short description of TFP
out=TFP_options'; %transpose TFP options for output
fprintf(' %s. %s (%s)\n',out{:});
fprintf(pmessage,TFP{1});
uinput=input('','s'); %user input as a string
if strcmp(uinput,'1');
TFP=TFP_options(1,:);
plottype=plottype_options(1,:);
elseif strcmp(uinput,'2');
TFP=TFP_options(2,:);
plottype=plottype_options(1,:);
elseif strcmp(uinput,'3');
%TFP=TFP_options(3,:);
rmessage_flag=2;
TFP=TFP_default;
plottype=plottype_options(1,:);
elseif strcmp(uinput,'4');
TFP=TFP_options(4,:);
plottype=plottype_options(2,:);
elseif isempty(uinput);
else inputerror_flag=1;
end
elseif apa=='P' || ap=='p'
fprintf(cmessage,plottype{1},plottype{3})
out=plottype_options';
fprintf(' %s. %s (%s)\n',out{:});
fprintf(pmessage,plottype{1});
uinput=input('','s');
if strcmp(uinput,'1');
plottype=plottype_options(1,:);
if strcmp(TFP{1},TFP_options{4,1})
TFP=TFP_default;
end
elseif strcmp(uinput,'2');
plottype=plottype_options(2,:);
TFP=TFP_options(4,:);
elseif isempty(uinput);
else inputerror_flag=1;
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end
elseif apa=='C' || ap=='c'
fprintf(cmessage,cstring_p);
fprintf(pmessage);
ctemp=input('','s');
if strcmp(ctemp,'all') || strcmp(ctemp,'ALL') || strcmp(ctemp,'All')
cstring_p=cstring;
elseif isempty(ctemp); cstring_p=cstring;
else
[inputerror_flag]=error_chan(cstring,ctemp);
if inputerror_flag==0; cstring_p=ctemp;
end
end
elseif apa=='S' || ap=='s'
fprintf(cmessage,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p)
fprintf(pmessage{1},dseg_start);
uinput1=input('');
if isempty(uinput1)
uinput1=dseg_start;
end
fprintf(pmessage{2},dseg_stop);
uinput2=input('');
%FIX add check for only accepting increments of Ts/Ts_p
if isempty(uinput2)
uinput2=dseg_stop;
end
if ischar(uinput1) || ischar(uinput2)
inputerror_flag=1;
elseif uinput1>=t(1) && uinput1<uinput2 && uinput2<=t(length(t))
dseg_start_p=uinput1;
dseg_stop_p=uinput2;
else inputerror_flag=1;
end
elseif apa=='X' || ap=='x'
%FIX add error check for YMAX <= Fs_p/2 to satisify sampling thereom
%FIX add error check for negative or other inappropriate input
%FIX consider making a seperate function for error checking!!
fprintf(cmessage,plotsize)
fprintf(pmessage,plotsize)
plotsize=input('');
if isempty(plotsize); plotsize=plotsize_default; end;
elseif apa=='Y' || ap=='y'
fprintf(cmessage,Ymin,Ymax);
fprintf(pmessage,Ymin);
Ymin=input('');
if isempty(Ymin); Ymin=Ymin_default; end;
fprintf(pmessage2,Ymax);
Ymax=input('');
if isempty(Ymax); Ymax=Ymax_default; end;
elseif apa=='D' || ap=='d'
%FIX add error check and constraints for DSF
fprintf(cmessage,dsf);
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fprintf(pmessage,dsf);
dsf=input('');
if isempty(dsf); dsf=dsf_default; end;
elseif apa=='N' || ap=='n'
fprintf(cmessage,normalize{1})
out=normalize_options';
fprintf(' %s. %s\n',out{:});
fprintf(pmessage,normalize{1});
uinput=input('','s');
if strcmp(uinput,'1');
normalize=normalize_options(1,:);
elseif strcmp(uinput,'2');
normalize=normalize_options(2,:);
elseif strcmp(uinput,'3');
normalize=normalize_options(3,:);
elseif isempty(uinput);
else inputerror_flag=1;
end
elseif apa=='R'
fprintf(pmessage{1})
uinput1=input('','s');
[ctitleout,cindex,error_flag]=getchantitle(chantitle,cstring,uinput1,numchan);
if isempty(uinput1)
rmessage_flag=2;
elseif error_flag==1
inputerror_flag=1;
else
fprintf(cmessage,uinput1)
fprintf(ctitleout)
fprintf(pmessage{2},uinput1,ctitleout);
uinput2=input('','s');
%limit channel title to less than CHANTITLE_LENGTH
while (length(uinput2)>chantitle_length)
fprintf('CHANNEL TITLES CANNOT BE GREATER THAN %.0f CHARACTERS LONG.',
chantitle_length)
fprintf(pmessage{2},uinput1,ctitleout);
uinput2=input('','s');
end
if isempty(uinput2);
uinput2=ctitleout;
end
[chantitle]=writechantitle(chantitle,cindex,uinput2);
%save new channel titles to original .mat file
titles_temp=cellstr(titles_block1);
titles_temp{cindex,:}=uinput2;
titles_block1=char(titles_temp);
save(fname, '*_block*')
end
elseif apa=='O'
%placeholder
elseif apa=='H'
%placeholder
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end
if apa=='E';
fprintf('%s\n\n',pmessage);
return;
end
apa='0'; ap='0'; %reset analysis parameter & ap‐action flags to zero
% include only the selected data channels and segment
[numchan_p,y_chan,chantitle_p,u_p,t_p]=uchan(cstring,cstring_p,y,chantitle,u,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p
,t);
y_p=(downsample(y_chan',dsf))'; %downsample data channel(s)
t_p=(downsample(t_p',dsf))'; %downsample time vector to match signal
[Fs_p,subplotnum,count,count_p,fignum]=reeval(Fs,dsf,y,y_p,plottype,plottype_options,plotsize,tol,t_p);
end
end
end
%% RE‐EVALUATE AND PROCESS ALL DATA BASED ON FINAL ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
% include only the selected data channels and segment
[numchan_p,y_chan,chantitle_p,u_p,t_p]=uchan(cstring,cstring_p,y,chantitle,u,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p
,t);
% normalize data per user request
%{
INCLUDE IN HELP FILE (credit Chris)
The full PSD area represents the variance of the signal across all
frequencies. The variance from each individual signal is going to be
different, so the magnitudes of the PSD will be on a different scale
for each signal. To be able to make comparisons between the different
signals we need to normalize them to the same variance. The frequency
content across the specturm is preserved during this, it just brings
the magnitudes to the same level so that we can make comparisons.
Linearly detrending has a similar purpose. It takes out any baseline
drifting that may influence the spectral estimation.
%}
if strcmp(normalize{1},normalize_options{1,1})...
|| strcmp(normalize{1},normalize_options{2,1})
avg=[];
y_norm_mean=[];
y_detrend=[];
variance=[];
y_norm=[];
for i=1:numchan_p
avg=mean(y_chan,2);
y_temp(i,:)=y_chan(i,:)‐avg(i); % normalize data to the mean
if strcmp(normalize{1},normalize_options{1,1})
y_temp(i,:)=detrend(y_temp(i,:)); % remove any baseline linear drifting
end
variance(i)=var(y_temp(i,:)); % compute the variance of the data
% normalize to standard deviation, where sqrt(1/variance)=standard deviation
y_norm(i,:)=sqrt(1/variance(i))*y_temp(i,:);
end
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elseif strcmp(normalize{1},normalize_options{3,1})
y_norm=y_chan;
else
fprintf('\nERROR: INVALID NORMALIZATION PARAMETER ENCOUNTER\nPROGRAM TERMINATED\n')
return;
end
% downsample data per user request
y_ds=(downsample(y_norm',dsf))'; %downsample data channel(s)
t_ds=(downsample(t_p',dsf))'; %downsample time vector
% re‐evaluate plotting parameters based on downsampled data
[Fs_p,subplotnum,count,count_p,fignum]=reeval(Fs,dsf,y,y_ds,plottype,plottype_options,plotsize,tol,t_ds
);
%% CREATE TIME PLOTS
if exist(datablock,'var')
while exist(datablock,'var') %infinite loop to increment DATA_BLOCK%d
for j=1:fignum; % loop designates which figure is active
figure(j);
clf
for i=1:numchan_p; % i corresponds to channel number in this loop
subplot(subplotnum,1,i); % s(1)=number of channels; 1 column plots
% plot (x,y) for channel i in time block sizes of 'plotsize'
i1=count(j)+1; % index1 = start of block
i2=(count(j)+1)+(plotsize*Fs); % index2 = end of block
%pad with zeros if plot time > data length
if i2>length(y_chan); %pad
lengthtemp=length(y_chan);
y_chan(i,((lengthtemp+1):i2))=zeros;
difftemp=i2‐lengthtemp;
for m=1:difftemp
t_p(lengthtemp+m)=t_p(lengthtemp+m‐1)+Ts;
end
end
plot(t_p(i1:i2),y_chan(i,i1:i2));
%{
EXAMPLE FOR USING COUNT
t1 t2 i1 i2 Figure Number
0 30 1
6001 Figure 1
30 60 6001 12001 Figure 2
60 90 12001 18001 Figure 3
90 100 18001 20001 Figure 4
seconds= 0
30
index= 1
6001
j=
1
2
3
count(j)= 0
6000
%}

60 90 100
12001 18001 20001
4
12000 18000

% set x‐ and y‐ axis scaling
V=axis; % AXIS([XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX])
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V(1)=t_p(i1);
if j==fignum
V(2)=(V(1)+plotsize);
else
V(2)=t_p(i2);
end
%{
if exist(range,'var'),
r=eval(range);
% If the range is finite then set axis
if ( isfinite(r(i,1)) && isfinite(r(i,2)) )
V(3)=r(i,1); % removed '‐eps;'
V(4)=r(i,2); % removed '+eps;'
end
end
%}
axis(V); % apply x‐ and y‐ axis scaling to current plot
% add units to x‐ and y‐ axis
if exist(units,'var'),
if u_p(i)=='V'
ylabel({'Voltage';'<V>'})
else
ylabel(u_p(i,:))
end
end
if exist(titles,'var'),
cstring_p_num=str2num(cstring_p);
title(['LABCHART CHANNEL ',int2str(cstring_p_num(i)),': ',chantitle_p(i,:)]);
end
end
%% CREATE SPECTRUM SUBPLOTS
% k corresponds to the spectrum subplots in each Figure
for k=numchan_p+1:subplotnum % i.e. for 3 channels, k=4:6
subplot(subplotnum,1,k); % s(1)=number of channels
i1=count_p(j)+1; % index1 = start of block
i2=(count_p(j)+1)+(plotsize*Fs_p); % index2 = end of block
if i2>length(y_ds);
lengthtemp=length(y_ds);
y_ds(i,((lengthtemp+1):i2))=zeros;
difftemp=i2‐lengthtemp;
for n=1:difftemp
t_ds(lengthtemp+n)=t_ds(lengthtemp+n‐1)+1/Fs_p;
end
end
i=k‐numchan_p; % associate each spectrum plot with its time plot
%{
%TFRSPWV Smoothed Pseudo Wigner‐Ville time‐frequency distribution.
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% [TFR,T,F]=TFRSPWV(X,T,N,G,H,TRACE) computes the Smoothed Pseudo
% Wigner‐Ville distribution of a discrete‐time signal X, or the
% cross Smoothed Pseudo Wigner‐Ville representation between two
% signals.
%
% X : signal if auto‐SPWV, or [X1,X2] if cross‐SPWV.
(default : 1:length(X))
.
% T : time instant(s)
% N : number of frequency bins (default : length(X)).
% G : time smoothing window, G(0) being forced to 1.
%
(default : Hamming(N/10)).
% H : frequency smoothing window in the time‐domain,
%
H(0) being forced to 1 (default : Hamming(N/4)).
% TRACE : if nonzero, the progression of the algorithm is shown
%
(default : 0).
% TFR : time‐frequency representation. When called without
%
output arguments, TFRSPWV runs TFRQVIEW.
% F : vector of normalized frequencies.
%
compute the time‐frequency representation using the
Smoothed Pseudo Wigner‐Ville Distribution (tfrspwv)
TFR=time‐frequency representation matrix of [M,N]
Tvector=time instants (default : 1:length(X))
Fnorm=vector of normalized frequencies
%}
% choose analysis processing method
if strcmp(TFP{1},TFP_options{1,1})
x1=y_ds(i,i1:i2)';
Nw1=64; %length of filter
fw1=0.03; %filter bandwidth
fv1=fw1/2; %bandwidth of the variable frequency
[R1,f1]=vfcdm(x1,Nw1,fw1,fv1);
%pass following variables to plot function
TFR=[R1;R1];
tplot=t_ds(i1:i2);
Fplot=f1*Fs_p;
elseif strcmp(TFP{1},TFP_options{2,1})
[xrow2,xcol2] = size(y_ds(i,i1:i2)');
x2=hilbert(y_ds(i,i1:i2)');
t2=1:xrow2;
N2=xrow2;
hlength2=floor(N2/4);
hlength2=hlength2+1‐rem(hlength2,2);
glength2=floor(N2/10);
glength2=glength2+1‐rem(glength2,2);
g2 = tftb_window(glength2);
h2 = tftb_window(hlength2);
trace2=1;
[TFR,Tvector,Fnorm]=tfrspwv(x2,t2,N2,g2,h2,trace2);
%pass the following variables (as well as TFR) to
%plotting function
tplot=t_ds(i1:i2);
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%
%

Fplot=Fnorm*Fs_p;
%end
% g=tftb_window(15,'Kaiser'); h=tftb_window(63,'Kaiser');
% tfrspwv(sig,1:128,64,g,h,1);
% INCORPORATE INTO EXISTING CODE WHERE NECESSARY
%elseif (2^nextpow2(N)~=N),
% fprintf('For a faster computation, N should be a power of two\n');
% tfrstft(hilbert(s));
% tfrwv(hilbert(s));
% tfrspwv(hilbert(s));
% [R,f]=vfcdmh1_rev(s,128,0.03,0.03/2);
%{
IMAGE(X,Y,C), where X and Y are vectors, specifies the locations
of the pixel centers of C(1,1) and C(M,N). Element C(1,1) is
centered over (X(1), Y(1)), element C(M,N) is centered over
(X(end), Y(end)), and the pixel centers of the remaining elements
of C are spread out evenly between those two points, so that the
rectilinear patches are all of equal width and height.
%}
% define colormap to display
% note that caxis function allows use of entire colormap
% for a subset of the data range, see p. 466
n=64; % define number of shades
%map=flipud(gray(n)); % define colormap and flip matrix
map=jet(n);
colormap(map);
%create image on current subplot in current figure
imagesc(tplot,Fplot,TFR); axis('xy');
% set default y‐axis scaling
Fmin=Ymin;
Fmax=Ymax;
if (Fmin>=Fmax),
error('Fmin should be lower than Fmax');
elseif (Fmax>0.5),
error('Fmax is a normalized frequency and should be equal to or lower than 0.5');
end
% set x‐ and y‐axis limits for spectrum subplot
V=axis; % AXIS([XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX])
V(1)=t_ds(i1);
if j==fignum
V(2)=(V(1)+plotsize);
else
V(2)=t_ds(i2);
end
V(3)=Fmin;
V(4)=Fmax;
axis(V);
%{
if exist(range,'var'),
r=eval(range);
% If the range is finite then set axis
if ( isfinite(r(i,1)) && isfinite(r(i,2)) )
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V(3)=r(i,1); % removed '‐eps;'
V(4)=r(i,2); % removed '+eps;'
end
end
%}
% apply x‐ and y‐ axis scaling to current plot
% add units to spectrum subplots
ylabel({'Frequency';'<Hz>'})
% add titles to spectrum subplots
if exist(titles,'var'),
cstring_p_num=str2num(cstring_p);
title(['TFR OF CHANNEL ',int2str(cstring_p_num(i)),': ',chantitle_p(i,:)]);
end
end
end
% Label the x axis of the bottom subplot only
xlabel({'Time <s>';'[All Channels]'});
end % end for j loop
%{
COMMENTS TO BE IMPLEMENTED
% Display the comments if they exist
if exist(comments,'var'),
chan=eval(comments);
if prod(size(chan)) ~= 0 ,
txt=eval(sprintf('comtext_block%d',block));
tick=eval(sprintf('comtick_block%d',block));
index=eval(sprintf('index_block%d',block));
for i=1:length(chan),
if chan(i)>0, % then comment applies to this channel only
if index(chan(i))~=0, %then labchart channel chan(i) was included in data matrix
subplot(subplotnum,1,index(chan(i)));
V=axis;
%text(x(tick(i)),V(3)+0.1*(V(4)‐V(3)),txt(i,:));
hold on;
plot([x(tick(i)) x(tick(i))],[V(3) V(4)],'r:');
hold off;
end
% comment applies to all channels
else
subplot(subplotnum,1,s(i));
V=axis;
%text(x(tick(i)),V(3)+0.1*(V(4)‐V(3)),txt(i,:));
for j=1:s(1),
subplot(subplotnum,1,j);
V=axis;
hold on;
plot([x(tick(i)) x(tick(i))],[V(3) V(4)],'r:');
hold off;
end
end
end
end
end
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%}
block=block+1; %increment block counter
datablock=sprintf('data_block%d',block); %define next block of data
end % end of while loop
beep
beep
beep
restart_flag=1;
ap='0';
% reset datablock to data_block1
block=1;
datablock=sprintf('data_block%d',block); %define next block of data
end
end
end %main function end
%% FUNCTION CALCSR: CALCULATE SAMPLING RATE OF DATA
function [Ts,Fs]=calcsr(t)
trun=0.000001;
Ts=[];
Fs=[];
if rnd(t(1,3)‐t(1,2),trun)==rnd(t(1,2)‐t(1,1),trun) %check for equal time ticks
Ts=rnd(t(1,3)‐t(1,2),trun); %calculate the original sampling period, Ts
Fs=1/rnd(t(1,3)‐t(1,2),trun); %calculate the sampling frequency, Fs
else %if time ticks are not equally spaced
fprintf('\nThe sampling frequency cannot be reliably determined. \n');
fprintf('\nThe first two time spacings calculated are: %.6f and %.6f',(t(1,3)‐t(1,2)),(t(1,2)‐t(1,1)))
Fs=input('Enter the appropriate sampling frequency (in Hz)> ');
Ts=1/Fs;
end
end
%% FUNCTION REEVAL: RE‐EVALUATE WITH NEW ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
function
[Fs_p,subplotnum,count,count_p,fignum]=reeval(Fs,dsf,y,y_p,plottype,plottype_options,plotsize,tol,t)
Fs_p=[];
subplotnum=[];
count=[];
count_p=[];
fignum=[];
Fs_p=Fs/dsf; % new sampling frequency after downsampling occurs
% keep in mind the actual data is not yet been downsampled and
% therefore only Fs is valid in the following calculations
% TBD
s=size(y); % size of data_block%d; s(1)=#channels; s(2)=#datapoints
s_p=size(y_p);
if strcmp(plottype{1},plottype_options{1,1})
subplotnum=s_p(1).*2; % # subplots (2*channels) per figure for TIME+TFR
elseif strcmp(plottype{1},plottype_options{2,1})
subplotnum=s_p(1); % # subplots per figure for TIME ONLY plots
else
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fprintf('\nERROR: invalid value for SUBPLOTNUM in function REEVAL\n')
return
end
% calculate number of figures based on choosen analysis parameters
count=(0:plotsize*Fs:s(2)); %index of values
count_p=(0:plotsize*Fs_p:s_p(2));
icount_p=size(count_p);
if (s_p(2)‐(count_p(icount_p(2))+1))<tol;
fignum=icount_p(2)‐1;
%elseif abs(s_p(2)‐(1+count_p(icount_p(2))))<tol;
% fignum=icount_p(2)‐1;
elseif (s_p(2)‐(count_p(icount_p(2))+1))>tol; % amount of data exceeds last plot count
fignum=icount_p(2); % number of Figures needed for data_block%d
else
fprintf('\nERROR: invalid value for FIGNUM in function REEVAL\n')
return
end
end
%% FUNCTION CHANEVAL: EVALUATE DATA CHANNELS
function [indices,cstring,numchan]=chaneval(ind)
indices=[];
cstring=[];
numchan=[];
% determine the number of data channels and remove whitespace
indices=find(ind>0.9); % find all values(integers) > 0.9 (excludes 0.00)
% ind is a one column vector of channel place holders [0.0; 1.0; 2.0;
% 0; 0; 0; 3.0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0;]
% indices is a one column vector of active data channel #s [2; 3; 7]
cstring=int2str(indices(1:length(indices))');
cstring=strrep(cstring,' ',' '); %replace 5 spaces between integers with 1 space
cstring=strrep(cstring,' ',' '); %replace 4 spaces between integers with 1 space
cstring=strrep(cstring,' ',' '); %replace 3 spaces between integers with 1 space
cstring=strrep(cstring,' ',' '); %replace 2 spaces between integers with 1 space
numchan=length(indices);
if numchan==0
fprintf('\nERROR: No data channels were found in INDEX_BLOCK1.')
return
end
end
%% FUNCTION UCHAN: UPDATE CHANNELS
% returns data for Channels and Segment determined by user input
function
[numchan_p,y_p,chantitle_p,u_p,t_p]=uchan(cstring,cstring_p,y,chantitle,u,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,t)
% extract data channels defined by user input
numchan_p=[]; %#ok<NASGU>
y_p=[];
chantitle_p=[];
u_p=[];
t_p=[]; %#ok<NASGU>
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j=1;
chantitle_p=int2str(chantitle_p);
u_p=int2str(u_p);
cstring=str2num(cstring);
cstring_p=str2num(cstring_p);
%FIX preallocate an array for y_p below to increase speed
while j<=length(cstring_p)
for i=1:length(cstring);
if j<=length(cstring_p) && cstring(i)==cstring_p(j);
y_p(j,:)=y(i,:);
chantitle_p(j,:)=chantitle(i,:);
u_p(j,:)=u(i,:);
j=j+1;
end
end
end
numchan_p=length(cstring_p);
%extract data segment defined by user
ind=find(t>=dseg_start_p & t<=dseg_stop_p);
t_p=t(ind(1):ind(length(ind)));
y_p=y_p(:,ind(1):ind(length(ind)));
end
% FUNCTION GETCHANTITLE: GET THE CHANNEL TITLE FOR THE SPECIFIED CHANNEL NUMBER
function [chantitleout,cindex,error_flag]=getchantitle(chantitle,cstring,uinput,numchan)
chantitleout=[];
cindex=[];
error_flag=[];
chantitle_cell=cellstr(chantitle);
cstring_num=str2num(cstring); %#ok<*ST2NM>
uinput_num=str2num(uinput);
for i=1:numchan
if uinput_num==cstring_num(i);
chantitleout=chantitle_cell{i,:};
cindex=i;
error_flag=0;
return
elseif i==numchan %define invalid input if uinput ~= valid channel number
error_flag=1;
chantitleout=[];
cindex=[];
end
end
end
% FUNCTION WRITECHANTITLE: GET THE CHANNEL TITLE FOR THE SPECIFIED CHANNEL NUMBER
function [chantitle_new]=writechantitle(chantitle_old,chanindex,uinput)
chantitle_new=[]; %#ok<NASGU>
chantitle_cell=cellstr(chantitle_old);
chantitle_cell{chanindex,:}=uinput;
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chantitle_new=char(chantitle_cell);
end
%% FUNCTION PTITLE: PRINT TITLE
function ptitle(copyright,version,versiondate)
fprintf('MICROVASCULAR OSCILLATORY VISUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS TOOL (MOVAT)')
fprintf('\n%s', copyright)
fprintf('\nVersion %s, %s\n\n',version,versiondate)
end
%% FUNCTION PWARNING: PRINT WARNINGS (FOLLOWED BY PROGRAM CONTINUATION)
function
pwarning(title_check,scale_check,units_check,range_check,comments_check,comtime_check,comchanne
l_check)
if title_check==0;
fprintf('WARNING: This data file does not contain a TITLE VECTOR.\n')
end
if scale_check==0;
fprintf('WARNING: This data file does not contain a SCALE MATRIX.\n')
end
if units_check==0;
fprintf('WARNING: This data file does not contain a UNITS VECTOR.\n')
end
if range_check==0;
fprintf('WARNING: This data file does not contain a RANGE MATRIX.\n')
end
if comments_check==0;
fprintf('WARNING: This data file does not contain a COMMENTS (TEXT) MATRIX.\n')
end
if comtime_check==0;
fprintf('WARNING: This data file does not contain a COMMENTS (TIME) VECTOR.\n')
end
if comchannel_check==0;
fprintf('WARNING: This data file does not contain a COMMENTS (CHANNEL) VECTOR.\n')
end
end
%% FUNCTION PERROR: PRINT ERRORS (FOLLOWED BY PROGRAM TERMINATION)
function perror(data_check,time_check,index_check)
error=0; %initialize error flag to zero (no error)
if data_check==0;
fprintf('ERROR: This data file is not in MATRIX PER BLOCK format.\n')
error=1; %set error flag to positive
end
if time_check==0;
fprintf('ERROR: This data file does not contain a TIME VECTOR.\n')
error=1;
end
if index_check==0;
fprintf('ERROR: This data file does not contain an INDEX VECTOR\n.')
error=1;
end
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if error==1 %notify user and end program if error flag is set to one
fprintf('\nPROGRAM TERMINATED DUE TO ONE OR MORE ERRORS\n\n')
return
end
end
%% FUNCTION PDATAPROP: PRINT DATA PROPERTIES
function
pdataprop(fname,Fs,dataL,dseg_start,dseg_stop,data_block1,numchan,indices,chantitle,chantitle_length)
fprintf('****************************DATA FILE PROPERTIES****************************')
fprintf('\nFilename:
%s', upper(fname))
fprintf('\nSampling Rate:
%.3f Hz (Ts=%.3f sec)',Fs,1/Fs)
fprintf('\nRecording Time:
%.0f min %.3f sec (%.3f sec)',fix(dataL/60),rem(dataL,60),dataL)
fprintf('\nRelative Time Interval:
%.3f to %.3f sec',dseg_start,dseg_stop)
fprintf('\nIndex Length:
%.0f datapoints per channel',length(data_block1))
fprintf('\nNumber of Data Channels:
%.0f',numchan)
if exist('chantitle','var')==1
if numchan==1
fprintf('\nChannel %02.0f: %s',indices(1),chantitle(1,:))
else
for i=1:floor(numchan/2)
space=blanks(chantitle_length‐length(chantitle(i,:)));
fprintf('\nChannel %02.0f: %s%s Channel %02.0f:
%s',indices(i),chantitle(i,:),space,indices(i+ceil(numchan/2)),chantitle(i+ceil(numchan/2),:))
if i==floor(numchan/2) % print last line if odd number of channels
oddcheck=mod(numchan,2); %even=0, odd=1
if oddcheck==1
j=i+1;
fprintf('\nChannel %02.0f: %s\n',indices(j),chantitle(j,:))
end
end
end
end
elseif exist('chantitle','var')==0
fprintf('\nChannel Titles:
unavailable (title vector does not exist)\n')
end
end
%% FUNCTION PANALYSISPARA: PRINT ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
function
panalysispara(TFP,TFP_options,plottype,cstring,cstring_p,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,plotsize,Ymin,Ymax,d
sf,normalize,plottype_options,fignum,Fs_p)
fprintf('\n****************************ANALYSIS PARAMETERS*****************************')
fprintf('\n(T) Time‐Frequency Processing: <%s>',TFP{2})
fprintf('\n(P) Plot Type (per channel): <%s>',plottype{2})
if strcmp(cstring_p,cstring)
fprintf('\n(C) Channels Included:
<%s> ‐‐> ','all');
else
fprintf('\n(C) Channels Included:
<%s> ‐‐> ',cstring_p);
end
temp=str2num(cstring_p);
if strcmp(plottype(1),plottype_options(1,1))
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fprintf('[%.0f subplots per figure]',length(temp)*2)
elseif strcmp(plottype(1),plottype_options(2,1))
fprintf('[%.0f subplot(s) per figure]',length(temp))
else
fprintf('UNKNOWN ERROR')
end
fprintf('\n(S) Segment of Data Included: <%.3f to %.3f sec (%.3f
sec)>',dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,dseg_stop_p‐dseg_start_p)
fprintf('\n(X) X‐Axis Span (time):
<%.0f sec> ‐‐> ',plotsize)
fprintf('[%.0f figure(s)]',fignum)
% remove these options if TFP='none' or plottype='Time Only'
if TFP{1}~=TFP_options{4,1} || plottype{1}~=plottype_options{2,1}
fprintf('\n(Y) Y‐Axis Limits (frequency): <Ymin=%.2f Hz, Ymax=%.2f Hz>',Ymin,Ymax)
fprintf('\n(D) Downsample Factor:
<N=%.0f> ‐‐> ',dsf)
fprintf('[Fs=%.4f Hz & Ts=%.4f sec]',Fs_p,1/Fs_p)
fprintf('\n(N) Normalize Data:
<%s>', normalize{2})
end
fprintf('\n\n********************************PROGRAM
MODE********************************')
fprintf('\n(A) Analyze Data');
fprintf('
(O) Open New Data File')
fprintf('\n(R) Rename Channel Title');
fprintf('
(H) Help')
fprintf('\n(E) End Program\n');
end
%% FUNCTION PSUMMARY: PRINT SUMMARY
function
psummary(numchan_p,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,dataL,Fs,Fs_p,normalize,plotsize,Ymin,Ymax,fignum,TF
P,TFP_options,dsf)
fprintf('\n******************************TEXTUAL SUMMARY*******************************')
if strcmp(TFP{1},TFP_options{4})
fprintf('\nTime‐frequency processing will not be applied. Data in %.0f channel(s) from \n%.3f to %.3f
seconds (%.3f sec/channel) will be plotted. ',numchan_p,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,dseg_stop_p‐
dseg_start_p)
fprintf('Data will \nNOT be downsampled or normalized. ')
fprintf('An x‐axis (time) span of %.0f seconds will \nproduce %.0f figure(s). Each figure will contain
',plotsize,fignum)
fprintf('%.0f time‐only plots.\n',numchan_p)
else
fprintf('\nThe %s algorithm will be applied to \ndata in %.0f channel(s) from %.3f to %.3f seconds (%.3f
sec/channel).',TFP{2},numchan_p,dseg_start_p,dseg_stop_p,dataL)
end
if dsf~=1 && TFP{1}~=TFP_options{4}
fprintf('\nEach channel will be downsampled to %.1f Hz by taking every %.0fth sample.',Fs_p,dsf)
elseif dsf==1 && TFP{1}~=TFP_options{4}
fprintf('\nData will NOT be downsampled. Original data sampled at %.1f Hz will be used.',Fs)
end
if strcmp(normalize{2},'zero‐mean/linear detrend/unit variance') && TFP{1}~=TFP_options{4}
fprintf('\nData will be zero‐meaned, linearly detrended and normalized to unit variance.')
elseif strcmp(normalize{2},'zero‐mean/unit variance') && TFP{1}~=TFP_options{4}
fprintf('\nData will be zero‐meaned and normalized to unit variance but NOT detrended.')
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elseif strcmp(normalize{2},'none') && TFP{1}~=TFP_options{4}
fprintf('\nData will NOT be zero‐meaned, detrended or normalized to unit variance.')
end
if TFP{1}~=TFP_options{4}
fprintf('\nAn x‐axis (time) span of %.0f seconds will produce %.0f figure(s). Each figure',plotsize,fignum)
fprintf('\nwill contain %.0f time‐only and %.0f time‐frequency representations
(TFRs).',numchan_p,numchan_p)
fprintf('\nThe TFR y‐axis (frequency) limits are %.2f Hz and %.2f Hz.\n',Ymin,Ymax)
end
end
%% FUNCTION EVALUI: EVALUATE USER INPUT
% CMESSAGE refers to a message presenting the Current setting or values
% PMESSAGE refers to a message presenting the Processing (or input) request
% RMESSAGE refers to a message that is Returned after processing the request
% AP is the analysis Parameter number (i.e. option choosen by user)
% APA refers to the Action taken when a particular AP is choosen
% apa=0 causes a return message but does not take any additional action or user input
function
[ap,apa,cmessage,pmessage,pmessage2,rmessage,rmessage_inputerror,rmessage_flag]=evalui(ap)
cmessage='0';
pmessage='0';
pmessage2='0';
rmessage='0';
rmessage_inputerror='0';
rmessage_flag=0;
apa='0';
if ap=='T' || ap=='t'
cmessage='THE CURRENT TIME‐FREQUENCY PROCESSING METHOD IS: (%s) %s\n';
pmessage='\nCHOOSE A TIME‐FREQUENCY PROCESSING METHOD <%s>: ';
rmessage=({'THE TIME‐FREQUENCY PROCESSING METHOD HAS BEEN UPDATED';...
'THIS OPTION IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT AND NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.'});
rmessage_flag=1; %states there is a RMESSAGE to be delivered
rmessage_inputerror='INVALID ENTRY: TIME‐FREQUENCY PROCESSING METHOD NOT UPDATED';
apa='T';
elseif ap=='P' || ap=='p'
cmessage='THE CURRENT PLOT TYPE IS: (%s) %s\n';
pmessage='\nCHOOSE A PLOT TYPE <%s>: ';
rmessage={'PLOT TYPE UPDATED'};
rmessage_flag=1;
rmessage_inputerror='INVALID ENTRY: PLOT TYPE NOT UPDATED';
apa='P';
elseif ap=='C' || ap=='c'
cmessage='CURRENT DATA CHANNELS INCLUDE: %s \n';
pmessage='\nENTER DATA CHANNEL(S) TO BE ANALYZED <all>: ';
rmessage={'INCLUDED DATA CHANNELS HAVE BEEN UPDATED'};
rmessage_flag=1;
rmessage_inputerror='INVALID ENTRY: DATA CHANNELS NOT UPDATED';
apa='C';
elseif ap=='S' || ap=='s'
cmessage='THE CURRENT DATA SEGMENT TO BE ANALYZED IS: %.4f to %.4f sec\n';
pmessage=[{'\nENTER A NEW DATA SEGMENT START POINT (IN SECONDS) <%.4f>: ';...
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'ENTER A NEW DATA SEGMENT STOP POINT (IN SECONDS) <%.4f>: '}];
rmessage={'DATA SEGMENT START AND STOP POINTS HAVE BEEN UPDATED'};
rmessage_flag=1;
rmessage_inputerror='INVALID ENTRY: DATA SEGMENT START AND STOP POINTS NOT UPDATED';
apa='A';
elseif ap=='X' || ap=='x'
cmessage='THE CURRENT X‐AXIS SPAN IS: %.0f sec\n';
pmessage='\nDEFINE A NEW X‐AXIS SPAN (IN SECONDS) <%.0f sec>: ';
rmessage={'X‐AXIS SPAN HAS BEEN UPDATED'};
rmessage_flag=1;
apa='X';
elseif ap=='Y' || ap=='y'
cmessage='THE CURRENT Y‐AXIS LIMITS ARE: Ymin=%.2f Hz & Ymax=%.2f Hz\n';
pmessage='\nDEFINE NEW Y‐AXIS LIMITS. ENTER YMIN <%.2f Hz>: ';
pmessage2='DEFINE NEW Y‐AXIS LIMITS. ENTER YMAX <%.2f Hz>: ';
rmessage={'Y‐AXIS LIMITS HAVE BEEN UPDATED'};
rmessage_flag=1;
apa='Y';
elseif ap=='D' || ap=='d'
cmessage='THE CURRENT DOWNSAMPLE FACTOR IS: N=%.0f\n';
pmessage=['DATA IS DOWNSAMPLED BY KEEPING EVERY N‐TH SAMPLE STARTING WITH THE
FIRST.\n'...
'SET N=1 TO RESTORE THE DATA''S ORIGINAL SAMPLING RATE\n'...
'\nENTER A NEW VALUE FOR N <%.0f>: '];
rmessage={'THE DOWNSAMPLING PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN UPDATED'};
rmessage_flag=1;
apa='D';
elseif ap=='N' || ap=='n'
cmessage='THE CURRENT DATA NORMALIZING METHOD IS: %s\n';
pmessage='\nCHOOSE A METHOD FOR NORMALIZING DATA <%s>: ';
rmessage={'THE DATA NORMALIZING METHOD HAS BEEN UPDATED'};
rmessage_flag=1;
apa='N';
elseif ap=='R' || ap=='r'
cmessage='THE CURRENT TITLE FOR CHANNEL %s IS: ';
pmessage=({'ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE CHANNEL TITLE YOU WISH TO EDIT: ';...
'\n\nENTER A NEW TITLE FOR CHANNEL %s <%s>: '});
rmessage=({'THE SPECIFIED CHANNEL TITLE HAS BEEN UPDATED';...
'\nCHANNEL TITLES WERE NOT UPDATED\n'});
rmessage_flag=1;
rmessage_inputerror='INVALID ENTRY: CHANNEL TITLE NOT UPDATED';
apa='R';
elseif ap=='E' || ap=='e'
pmessage='PROGRAM TERMINATED BY USER.';
apa='E';
elseif ap=='O' || ap=='o'
rmessage={'THIS OPTION IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT AND NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.'};
rmessage_flag=1;
apa='O';
elseif ap=='H' || ap=='h'
rmessage={'THIS OPTION IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT AND NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.'};
rmessage_flag=1;
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apa='H';
else pmessage='PLEASE CHOOSE A VALID OPTION.';
end
end
%% FUNCTION ERROR_CHAN: CHECK CHANNEL INPUT FOR VALIDITY
% compare two strings and return flag=0 if all values in CTEMP are a subset
% of values in CSTRING; otherwise return flag=1 (error)
function [flag]=error_chan(cstring,ctemp)
flag=[];
i=1;
j=1;
cstring=str2num(cstring);
ctemp=str2num(ctemp);
while j<=length(cstring)
if ctemp(i)==cstring(j); i=i+1; j=j+1;
if i==(1+length(ctemp)); flag=0; return; end;
else
j=j+1;
if j==(1+length(cstring)); flag=1; return; end
end
end
end
%% FUNCTION RND: ROUNDS NUMBER TO NEAREST MULTIPLE OF ARBITRARY PRECISION
function z = rnd(x,y)
%rnd rounds number to nearest multiple of arbitrary precision.
% Z = rnd(X,Y) rounds X to nearest multiple of Y.
%
%Example 1: round PI to 2 decimal places
% >> rnd(pi,0.01)
% ans =
%
3.14
%
%Example 2: round PI to 4 decimal places
% >> rnd(pi,1e‐4)
% ans =
%
3.1416
%
%Example 3: round PI to 8‐bit fraction
% >> rnd(pi,2^‐8)
% ans =
%
3.1406
%
%Examples 4‐6: round PI to other multiples
% >> rnd(pi,0.05)
% ans =
%
3.15
% >> rnd(pi,2)
% ans =
%
4
% >> rnd(pi,5)
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% ans =
%
5
%
% See also ROUND.
%% DEFENSIVE PROGRAMMING
error(nargchk(2,2,nargin))
error(nargoutchk(0,1,nargout))
if prod(size(y))>1
error('n must be scalar')
end
z = round(x/y)*y;
end
%% FUNCTION VFCDM: VARIABLE FREQUENCY COMPLEX DEMODULATION
% by Dr. Ki Chon
% modified by Fred Romberg
function [R,f]=vfcdm(x,Nw,fw,fv)
% fw overlapping in frequency domain.
% modified on 12/11/2009 from [R,f]=vfcdmh1_rev
<VFCDM CODE PURPOSELY REMOVED>
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7.1

APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL RELATED RESEARCH EFFORTS

INTEGRATED FIBER OPTIC BRAIN SURFACE SENSOR GRID
During the second year of medical school (September 2007), the development of custom

brain surface electrode grids containing integrated fiber optic-extended laser Doppler sensors was
accomplished. This effort was in preparation for a continuation of the research conducted during
the past summer and included familiarizing myself with the research efforts of Drs. Kenneth
Vives and Dennis Spencer of Yale’s Epilepsy Surgery Program. Patients in phase three of their
program may offer the occasion to measure cerebral microvascular flow using LD flowmetry
technology applied directly to the cerebral cortex. Such measurements could be possible when
these patients have EEG electrodes surgically implanted on the surface or within the brain as part
of the phase three evaluation to pinpoint the source of their seizures. Familiarization was
accomplished through intra- and post-operative shadowing of Drs. Vives and Spencer with
patients in phase three of their epilepsy program.
Draft drawings were produced for the modification of an existing electrode grid to include
laser Doppler microtips (fiber optic transmission lines that connect to an external LD sensor) that
would be used in these procedures. A collaborative effort was developed with two medical
instrumentation companies (Ad-Tech & Perimed) with related products and expertise to produce
a prototype sensor grid. A prototype sensor grid was ultimately delivered by Primed and provided
to Dr. Silverman. Raw materials were obtained from Ad-Tech to enable the building a custom
sensor that allows for experimentation of electrode placement geometry. The following two
figures are based on the original draft drawings provided to Ad-Tech and show the final products
delivered. As of the date of this thesis, no further work with these sensors was conducted.
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Figure 7.1: Ad-Tech drawing of a custom fiber optic brain surface sensor

Figure 7.2: Perimed drawing of a custom fiber optic brain surface sensor
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7.2

DETECTION OF 900 ML BLOOD WITHDRAWAL
An ongoing collaboration with Dr. Ki Chon started in September of 2009 and led to

additional mentoring by him and his PhD student, Chris Scully, on the subject of signals analysis
techniques for the detection of changes in frequency and amplitude modulation (FM, AM) of the
cardiac heart rate as an early indicator of blood loss. These techniques were applied to data
previously collected by members of Dr. Silverman’s research team wherein 9 healthy volunteers
consented to 900 ml of blood withdrawal followed by reinfusion. Detection of changes in
frequency and amplitude modulation (FM, AM) of cardiac heart rate (HR), which is modulated
by respiratory rate (RR), was found to be an indicator of blood loss before significant changes in
HR and blood pressure (BP) are observed. FM and AM components were obtained through
analysis of high-resolution time-frequency representations (TFR) of pulse oximeter
photoplethysmographic (PPG) signals, wherein peak amplitude and area about the respiratory
frequency are extracted from the associated AM and FM power spectral density (PSD) plots. A
related paper has been completed and is currently in print. The submitted abstract follows.
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ABSTRACT
DETECTION OF 900 ML BLOOD WITHDRAWAL BY AMPLITUDE MODULATION
ANALYSIS OF THE PHOTOPLETHYSMOGRAPHIC WAVEFORM
Christopher G. Scully, MS1, Nandakumar Selvaraj, PhD1, Frederick W. Romberg, MS2,
Richa Wardhan, MD2, John Ryan, BA2, John Florian, PhD3, David G. Silverman, MD2,
Kirk H. Shelley, MD, PhD2, and Ki H. Chon, PhD1
1

Department of Biomedical Engineering, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA
2
Department of Anesthesiology, Yale University, School of Medicine, New Haven, CT
3
Department of Biomedical Research and Development, Navy Experimental Diving Unit, Panama City, FL

Background: This study was designed to determine if 900 ml of blood withdrawal during
spontaneous breathing in healthy volunteers could be detected by examining the time-varying
spectral amplitude of the photoplethysmographic waveform in the heart rate frequency band
and/or in the breathing rate frequency band prior to significant changes occurring in heart rate or
blood pressure. We also identified the best photoplethysmographic probe site for early detection
of blood volume loss by testing ear, finger and forehead sites.
Methods: 8 subjects had 900 ml of blood withdrawn followed by reinfusion of 900 ml of
blood. Physiological monitoring included photoplethysmographic waveforms from ear, finger and
forehead probe sites, standard electrocardiogram, and standard blood pressure cuff measurements.
The time-varying amplitude sequences in the heart rate frequency band and breathing rate
frequency band present in the photoplethysmographic waveform were extracted from highresolution time-frequency spectra. These amplitudes were used as a parameter for blood loss
detection.
Results: Heart rate and blood pressure showed no significant changes during the protocol.
The amplitude signal extracted at the frequency corresponding to the heart rate via timefrequency analysis of the photoplethysmographic waveform from ear, finger, and forehead probe
sites significantly (P<0.05) decreased at 300, 600 and 900 ml blood withdrawal compared to
baseline. The mean percent decrease in the amplitude of the heart rate component at 900 ml blood
loss relative to baseline was 45.2%, 42.0%, and 42.3% for ear, finger and forehead probe sites,
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respectively. After 900 ml blood reinfusion, the amplitude signal at the heart rate frequency
showed a recovery towards baseline. There was a clear separation of amplitude values at the heart
rate frequency between baseline and 900 ml blood withdrawal, suggesting that blood loss
detection can be made even without absolute baseline values. Specificity and sensitivity were
both found to be 87.5% for ear photoplethysmographic signals for a chosen threshold value that
was optimized to separate the two clusters of amplitude values (baseline and blood loss) at the
heart rate frequency. As this was the best specificity and sensitivity result, we concluded that the
ear represents the best site to use for measurement. Meanwhile, no significant changes in the
spectral amplitude in the frequency band corresponding to respiration were found.
Conclusion: A time-frequency spectral method detected blood loss in spontaneous breathing
subjects before the onset of significant changes in heart rate or blood pressure. Spectral
amplitudes at the heart rate frequency band are found to be a better indicator for the detection of
blood loss in spontaneously breathing subjects than those at the breathing rate frequency band.
This technique may serve as a valuable tool in intraoperative and trauma settings to detect and
monitor hemorrhage.
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